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Infinio Accelerator 3.5.3
Operations Guide 3.5.3
This document describes Infinio Accelerator and explains how to use it in VMware® environments.
Accelerator is a software solution that significantly improves storage performance, cost effectively and non-disruptively.
Accelerator creates a shared, deduplicated cache from user-configurable amounts of RAM (physical memory) in ESXi
hosts. You can use SSD storage to extend the cache, which also maintains cache efficiency across ESXi reboots. All
cache sizing operations are real-time and online for ease of access.
Accelerator is easy to manage and does not affect vSphere operations or storage configurations.
Note: This release of Infinio Accelerator has a different architecture and system requirements compared to Infinio
Accelerator V2.1.5 and preceding 2.x releases.
You must uninstall previous 2.x releases of Accelerator before you can install Version 3.5.3.

Accelerator Certification
Infinio Accelerator is a certified VMware Ready product.
For more information, see: https://www.vmware.com/partners/tap-access/vmware-ready.

Infinio Accelerator Documentation
In addition to this Operations Guide, the Accelerator user information includes the following documents:
●

Infinio Accelerator Release Notes

●

Infinio Accelerator Installation and Upgrade Guide
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Introducing Accelerator
Provides overview information about Infinio Accelerator.
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Introduction to Accelerator
Infinio® Accelerator™ is a software-based server-side cache that provides high performance to any storage system in
your VMware environment.
Starting with a small amount of RAM from each host, Infinio creates a content-based cache, which you can increase by
adding RAM or flash devices. Accelerator increases IOPS and decreases latency by caching a copy of the hottest data
on server-side resources (such as RAM and flash devices). Native inline deduplication ensures that Infinio uses your
server-side resources as efficiently as possible.
Advantages of Infinio Accelerator are:
●

More I/O in existing environments, extending the interval between hardware upgrades.

●

Flexibility in how new storage is purchased, by providing low-latency IOPS on the server-side.

●

The performance benefits of RAM with the larger cache size afforded by flash, due to Accelerator's tiered caching architecture.

●

Application-level control of performance capabilities.

●

Performance that scales linearly with both application and VMware cluster growth.

Installation and other Accelerator management operations are non-disruptive, easy, and fast. The Accelerator Management Console provides easy cluster and VM acceleration with integrated VMware storage policy management.
Reporting features enable you to view aggregate performance improvements for accelerated VMs and ESXi hosts. You
can also monitor individual VMs for more granular performance analysis.

How Accelerator Works
Infinio Accelerator consists of the Accelerator I/O Filter, Management Console, and installer. The Management Console
coordinates installation of the Accelerator cache via the VMware vCenter server, and allows per-VM performance monitoring and control. The Accelerator cache uses RAM and optional SSDs to improve I/O performance for VMs.
The Accelerator Management Console connects to both vCenter server and the Accelerator I/O filter to perform its function. Infinio uses VMware Storage Policies to enable VM acceleration. It creates the Infinio Accelerator Storage Policy
during installation and the Accelerator Management Console Web UI enables you to apply that policy to accelerate
VMs.
After installation completes, you can log in to the Accelerator Management Console Web UI and install Infinio's vSphere
APIs for I/O (VAIO)-compliant I/O filter on all ESXi hosts in a VMware datacenter cluster. (See: "How Infinio Uses the
VMware VAIO Filter Framework" on page 10 for more information about VAIO). You can then enable acceleration on
selected VMs in that cluster, apply the Infinio Accelerator Storage Policy and start acceleration. You can also add the
Infinio I/O Filter to existing storage policies, duplicated (cloned) policies or to create new policies that include the I/O Filter.
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How Accelerator Works

ESXi hosts can benefit from storage acceleration only if they have sufficient computational resources (memory and
CPU). For an example, an ESXi host with only 3 GB of physical memory is excluded from storage acceleration because
it has insufficient memory resources to participate in the cluster cache.

Accelerator I/O Filter and Cache
The following illustration shows three ESXi hosts that are members of a VMware cluster, each containing an Infinio I/O
Filter (1) that you can include in VMware storage policies. Using physical memory (RAM) from each ESXi host, Accelerator creates a RAM cache (2) that is used by all accelerated VMs running on an ESXi host.
When you enable acceleration on an unaccelerated VM (3) it starts to benefit from I/O caching, with the benefit increasing until the cache fills. With large caches, the initial warm-up time might be minutes or hours.
You can also create optional SSD (4) caches non-disruptively, substantially increasing the cache size and making some
cache content persistent across reboots. The Management Console VM (5) enables you to manage the I/O filter, cache
and VM acceleration without disruption.
Figure 1 Accelerator Cluster and Cache

Callout

Description

1

Infinio I/O Filter, included in the Infinio Accelerator Storage Policy, or in a custom policy

2

RAM Cache
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Callout

How Accelerator Works

Description

3

This VM is not yet accelerated, and all I/O is served from the back-end storage.

4

Optional SSD Cache

5

Management Console VM

Accelerator populates the cache with commonly-requested data. Content deduplication reduces the amount of space
required by the cached data, giving you a much larger effective cache size. I/O latency is substantially reduced when
read requests are served from the cache instead of from the storage array.
Management operations are quick and easy. For example, you can modify the overall size of a cache, change the
amount of physical memory an individual host contributes to its cache, or add an SSD (flash) cache.
vCenter operations are transparent to Accelerator. Newly-created VMs are automatically detected and available for
acceleration. In most cases, ESXi host maintenance operations are handled automatically, with no need for administrator intervention.
Accelerator functions securely in its internal communications and its interaction with user data. The vCenter server
brokers communication between the Accelerator Console VM (5) and the Infinio I/O filter.

How Infinio Uses the VMware VAIO Filter Framework
Infinio Accelerator uses the VMware VAIO I/O Filter Framework feature of the VMware vSphere hypervisor. VAIO
enables an I/O filter to intercept and process both read and write I/O requests between a VM's OS and its Virtual Disk
storage. Accelerator provides a VAIO-compliant I/O filter that runs in ESXi user space. This contrasts with other
approaches that might use a less efficient virtual appliance VM or might use drivers or agents that potentially destabilize
the VMkernel, and thus are no longer VMware-certified.
The Accelerator filter intercepts I/O requests, enabling other Accelerator components to perform caching operations.
VAIO allows for a fast, secure, granular, policy-driven filter implementation (per-VM). The VAIO filter framework also facilitates easy installation, uninstallation and upgrade of Accelerator across the vCenter, with minimal disruption to your
operations.
Processing Unfiltered (no Filter Policy) I/O
The gray arrow path represents "no I/O filtering”. In user space,
I/O requests from the VM’s OS proceed through the vSCSI
device to VMKernel space. In the VMKernel, kernel layers (such
as the vSCSI backend and file layers) process the I/O request
and then commit it to physical storage.
Processing Filtered I/O
If the VM Storage Policy for a Virtual Disk has the Infinio I/O Filter
enabled, the VMKernel detects that an I/O is subject to a filtering
policy. It passes the I/O request to the filter framework, where it is
processed by the Infinio Accelerator filter.
The white arrow path represents I/O requests filtered by Accelerator filter, where I/O is intercepted before commitment, and is
then processed by the Accelerator filter according to the caching
policy in operation. Thereafter, the Accelerator filter returns the
I/O request directly to the filter framework, which commits it directly to physical storage.
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Accelerator Terminology

How Filtering Affects Performance
The filtering process adds minimal overhead to the I/O path, allowing a the Infinio I/O Filter to intercept I/Os and service
them using a storage medium (RAM or SSD) that is faster than the storage array, hence improving performance for such
I/Os. For I/Os that the cache medium cannot service (cache misses), the additional overhead to check and then pass that
I/O through is small compared to the storage array overhead.

How Accelerator Works with Other VAIO Filters
VAIO processes I/O requests initiated by a guest VM operating system or a virtual disk through I/O Filters in series. The
VAIO filter framework limits the filters to one filter per class (antivirus, replication, caching, etc). Filter operations occur in
a strict sequence. For example, a replication filter operation always occurs before a caching filter operation. This prevents interference between third party filters, but it also means that you can install only one caching filter as an optional
storage policy for VMs on an ESXi host.

How Accelerator Integrates with VMware Storage Policies.
In vCenter, Accelerator creates a default Storage Policy named Infinio Accelerator Storage Policy that you can assign to
VMs to enable acceleration. The Accelerator Management Console provides a simple means to apply the Infinio Storage Policies to all virtual disks on multiple VMs. You can also use the Management Console to add the I/O filter to existing, new, or duplicated (cloned) storage policies.
For advanced storage policy management you use the vSphere Web Client to do storage policy creation, modification,
and application. For example you use the vSphere Web client to assign different storage policies (that might or might not
include the I/O Filter) to individual VMDKs in a VM for fine granularity of storage management.

Important: Infinio recommends that you do not modify the custom Infinio Accelerator Storage Policy or any
default VMware policies, such as the VSAN default. Instead, make duplicates of these policies and edit as
required.

Accelerator Terminology
Accelerator uses common VMware terms. The following table describes Accelerator-specific terms.
Term

Definition

Infinio Accelerator

A high-speed cache that includes the Infinio I/O Filter and Infinio Accelerator Storage Policy
installed via a vSphere VIB on ESXi hosts in a VMware datacenter cluster. The application is
managed through a lightweight Web application that runs on the Accelerator Management
Console VM.

Accelerator Management Console
VM

A dedicated virtual machine hosted by a ESXi host. The Accelerator installation wizard
deploys the Accelerator Management Console VM to the ESXi host you select during installation. Each vCenter requires only one Management Console VM and one active Web connection to the Management Console.

Accelerator Management Console
Web UI

A Web interface that enables you to manage Accelerator, including enabling acceleration on
VMs, monitoring performance, and managing caches. You use a supported Web browser to
connect to the Accelerator Management Console VM and log in using the Accelerator administrator account and password that you specified at installation time.
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Term

Definition

Infinio cache

A dedicated amount of ESXi host physical memory (and optional SSD storage space) that contains commonly-requested, deduplicated data used by accelerated VMs.

Infinio I/O Filter

A VMware VAIO-compliant filter that intercepts I/O data requests and stores them in a nighspeed cache close to the VM. This greatly improves storage latency and application performance.

Infinio Accelerator
Storage Policy

A default vSphere VM Storage Policy based on the datastore default policy that enables VMs
to use the Infinio I/O Filter to cache data.

Accelerator Features
In addition to delivering economical, scalable application performance and improving latency and throughput, Accelerator features include:
●

Integration with, and management of, VMware Storage Policies.

●

Easy and fast installation.

●

Both RAM and SSD caching.

●

Support for:
○

All NFSv3-over-TCP configurations.

○

VMFS-5.

○

Fibre Channel (FC), FCoE, and both hardware and software iSCSI protocols.

○

SAS and SATA as local storage and direct-attached (DAS).

○

VSAN and VVOL.

●

Easy-to-use Accelerator Management Console, accessed through a Web browser.

●

Detailed performance statistics for accelerated VMs and ESXi Hosts.

●

Automatic discovery of clusters, ESXi hosts and VMs.

●

Designed to limit the effect of failures and problems within Accelerator itself.

See the Release Notes for a list of features that are new in this release and problems resolved in previous releases.

Paravirtualized SCSI Storage Adapter (PVSCSI) for I/OIntensive Workloads
Cache performance might be affected by the queue depth of the SCSI driver's unprocessed I/O. If the queue depth limit
is too small for an I/O-intensive workload, bandwidth is limited. Typical queue depth for SCSI drivers is limited to 32.
ESXi includes a paravirtualized SCSI storage adapter (PVSCSI). This adapter offers a significant reduction in CPU utilization in addition to increased throughput compared to the default virtual storage adapters. The PVSCSI default queue
depth values is 64 (for device) and 254 (for adapter), providing better performance in environments with I/O-intensive
guest applications.
You can increase PVSCSI queue depths to 254 (for device) and 1024 (for adapter) inside a Windows virtual machine or
Linux virtual machine. This is a per-device queue depth and might be useful only when it is increased all the way down
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Instant Clone VDI Environments

the stack, and is supported by the storage array controller. To use PVSCSI, your virtual machine must be using virtual
hardware version 7 or later.
Note: Very intensive, large-scale workloads might require queue depths significantly greater than default PVSCSI values. See the VMware documentation for best practices.
See also: https://kb.vmware.com/selfservice/microsites/search.do?language=en_US&cmd=displayKC&externalId=2053145
For more information about PVSCSI and other adapter options, see the latest release of the VMware guide: Performance Best Practices for VMware vSphere® 6.x.

Instant Clone VDI Environments
Accelerating VDI VMs requires specific procedures. For instructions that describe how to use Accelerator in Instant
Clone VDI Environments, see: "Using the Infinio I/O Filter in Instant Clone VDI Environments" on page 54.
When uninstalling or upgrading the I/O Filter, you must either remove the instant clone pools or use a VMware procedure to complete the upgrade or uninstallation task.
For more information about the VMware procedures, see: https://pubs.vmware.com/horizon-7-view/index.jsp?topic=%2Fcom.vmware.horizon-view.desktops.doc%2FGUID-D7C0150E-18CE-4012-944D4E9AF5B28347.html (Setting Up Desktop and Application Pools in View).
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Configuring Accelerator
Provides information about configuring Infinio Accelerator for use in your vSphere Environment.
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Instant Clone VDI Environments

Accelerating VMs — Quick Start
The following procedures describe the entire VM acceleration process, assuming that you are working with a newlyinstalled instance of accelerator and that you have not installed I/O filters, customized policies, and set up your cache.
This procedure uses the default Infinio Accelerator Storage Policy. When you log in to the Management Console, you
see the following message:
Figure 2 No VMs accelerated

Start Accelerating VMs
To enable VM acceleration :
1. Click the Accelerate VMs button at the top right of the screen to open the Select Storage Policy dialog.
2. Do one of the following:
a. Select Simple, which applies the default Infinio storage policy.
b. Click Use your own Policy to select a custom policy that contains the I/O filter.
(If you have not yet configured a custom policy that includes the I/O filter, click Setup Policy to configure
and apply your own policies. See: "Setting up Storage Policies" on page 28.)
3. Click Continue.

Choose Clusters and VMs to Accelerate
Next, select a cluster and expand the list of VMs that it contains. Depending on the type of storage (VMFS and NFS datastores or VSAN and VVOL storage) a storage policy might already be assigned to one or more VMs.
The following example shows VMs that already have the default VSAN policy. (Click the policy icon to identify the
assigned policy):
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Figure 3 Select VMs to Accelerate

You can still select these VMs to enable acceleration, and the storage policy that you apply will replace the existing storage policy:
1. Either click Add N VMs to select all applicable VMs, or select individual VMs and click the arrow.
2. Click Continue to open the Cache Setup Required screen. This begins the process of installing the I/O Filter on
the cluster.
3. Select (check mark) the clusters where you want to install the I/O filter and then click Setup Cluster.
(Depending on the state of the Management Console’s network address, you might be prompted to confirm that
you want to use a DHCP-assigned address. If this happens, Click: Use this Address Anyway. See the Installation
and Upgrade guide for more information.)

Configuring the Initial Cache Memory Allocation
When you set up a cluster for acceleration (or accelerate VMs for the first time). Accelerator prompts you to configure the
RAM cache memory allocation for the cluster. Accelerator calculates a RAM allocation that should provide you with
good initial caching performance, without starving hosts and VMs of resources.
after initial configuration, you can modify the Ram cache allocation for better performance. See: "Resizing the Cache" on
page 36.
Figure 4 Configure Memory Allocation Dialog

To make the initial RAM allocation:
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1. Click one of the following:
●

Recommended - Allocates a percentage of RAM from each host. Click the down arrow icon to see that
per-host allocation. This setting provides good initial caching performance. (You can subsequently resize
the cache to your preferred size. See: "Resizing the Cache" on page 36.)

●

Minimum - Allocates the minimum amount of 0.5GB RAM per ESXi host. This provides minimum initial
performance (just enough for you to observe that I/O caching is occurring).

●

Host memory Summary - Enables you to view how much memory is allocated to the cache by each ESXi
host.

2. Click Install I/O Filter to proceed. Accelerator will now set up the cluster by installing the I/O filter on each applicable ESXi host. This might take a few minutes to complete, depending on the number of ESXi hosts.
3. Wait for the message: <Cluster> is Ready for Acceleration and click Continue.

Confirm VM Acceleration
When the cluster is ready for acceleration:
1. Check the clusters that you want to confirm or click Select all clusters.
2. Click Start Acceleration. A task message indicates that acceleration is starting:

3. Click SHOW to display the task status.

Verify VM Acceleration
To verify that VMs are accelerated and manage VM acceleration:
1. Click Configuration.
2. Click VMs to open the Virtual Machines screen. See: "Viewing Accelerated VM Status" on page 50.
After a short interval, caching data will appear in the dashboard. See:"Dashboard of Current VM Performance" on
page 57.
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Installing and Uninstalling the Infinio I/O Filter
After you install the Infinio Management Console VM you must first install the VAIO-compliant Infinio I/O Filter on at least
one cluster. The Management Console hosts the upgrade bundle and orchestrates the overall installation. However, the
vCenter Server performs the actual installation on each ESXi host, using multiple tasks.

The I/O Filter is Not Set Up
After initial installation (or after you uninstall the I/O filters from a cluster) the Configuration screen indicates that no I/O
Filters are set up on any cluster.
Figure 5 No I/O Filters are Set Up Screen

When you see this screen you can:
●

Click +Setup Cluster to add the I/O filter to storage policies. You might do this first in VSAN and VVOL environments, or other environments where you apply several different storage policies and you want to add the filter
selectively. See: "Setting up a Cluster" below.

●

Click Accelerate VMs to select the default Accelerator storage policy (or your own policy) and begin accelerating
VMs. You might do this first in more basic virtualized environments that do not use VSAN or VVOLs, and do not
use advanced storage policies. See: "Enabling VM Acceleration" on page 46.

Setting up a Cluster
Before you can accelerate VMs, you must set up a cluster by installing the I/O Filter. If you attempt to accelerate VMs
before setting up a cluster, Accelerator prompts you to first setup the cluster.
To set up a cluster:
1. Open the Management Console UI.
2. Click Configuration in the Dashboard Screen and then click I/O Filters. (This screen might indicate that no
clusters have an I/O Filter.)
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3. Click +Setup Cluster to open the Choose Clusters dialog.
4. Either click Select all clusters or check the clusters that you want to accelerate.
5. Click Set up cluster_name to start the operation. (If prompted, confirm the network address. For more information, see the Installation and Upgrade guide.)
6. Choose whether you want to allocate the Accelerator-recommended RAM cache, or a minimum size cache for
later configuration. (For more information, see: "Configuring the Initial Cache Memory Allocation" on page 35
and "Managing the Accelerator Cache" on page 31.)
7. Click Install I/O Filter, which opens the Setup cluster_name progress dialog.
8. Wait for the set up procedure to complete, and for the Cluster_name is Ready for Acceleration to open.
9. Click Close.
You can now can now:
●

Set up storage policies to use the I/O Filter. See: "Setting up Storage Policies" on page 28.

●

Resize the cache, if you chose to configure the minimum cache size. See: "Resizing the Cache" on page 36.

●

Enable acceleration on VMs in this cluster. See: "Enabling VM Acceleration" on page 46.

Subsequent Installations of the Infinio I/O Filter
After the initial installation you can install the Infinio I/O filter on ESXi hosts at any time. You might want to do this:
●

On clusters that you deferred during initial configuration.

●

After you add additional clusters to your vSphere environment.

●

You see a message similar to the following, which indicates that the Infinio I/O Filter is not yet installed or was
uninstalled from all clusters:

To use the Management Console Web UI to install the Infinio I/O Filter:
1. Click +Setup Cluster in the top right of the screen to open the Setup Required dialog.
2. Check the box next to any cluster that contains VMs that you want to accelerate, or select all clusters.
3. Click Setup Cluster <name> to verify the clusters and open the Installation dialog. When you have reviewed the
information, Click Install I/O filter.
4. Wait for the installation to complete. You can click Show cluster status to display the installation progress of individual ESXi hosts.
The installation procedure is complete when you see the <cluster_name> is Ready for Acceleration screen.
5. Click Close.
You can now:
●

Select VMs to accelerate. See: "Enabling and Disabling VM Acceleration" on page 45.

●

Monitor the performance of accelerated VMs. See: "Monitoring Accelerated VM Performance" on page 56.
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●

Viewing I/O Filter Status

Set up storage policies to use the I/O Filter. See: "Setting up Storage Policies" on page 28.

Viewing I/O Filter Status
Use the I/O Filters page to view the current status of accelerated clusters, and to set up a cluster by installing the I/O Filter. You can also use this screen to do I/O Filter management operations.
Figure 6 I/O Filters Screen

The I/O Filters screen provides the following information:
●

A statement of the number of VMs accelerated and a link to the Virtual Machines screen

●

The I/O filter status for each ESXi host on each accelerated cluster. I/O Filter problems are also identified in this
screen. for problem diagnosis

●

A tab menu to switch to the Storage Policies and VMs screen. See: "Managing Storage Policies" on page 25 and
"Viewing Accelerated VM Status" on page 50.

You can also start following tasks:
●

Accelerate VMs — See: "Enabling VM Acceleration" on page 46.

●

+ Setup Cluster — Setup a cluster by installing the I/O Filter. See "Setting up a Cluster" on page 18.

●

Adjust Cache Size — Manage the RAM and SSD (flash) cache allocations. See "Managing the Accelerator
Cache" on page 31.

The advanced menu icon (

) provides the following task options:

●

Disable Caching — Temporarily stop VM acceleration by bypassing the I/O Filter without uninstalling it. See: "Disabling and Enabling the I/O Filter" on page 37.

●

Uninstall I/O Filter (Basic) — Remove the I/O filter from a cluster, permanently disabling acceleration on all accelerated VMs (until you reinstall the filter). This method does not require ESXi hosts to be in maintenance mode.
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●

Uninstalling the Infinio I/O Filter

Advanced I/O Filter Uninstall — Remove the I/O filter from a cluster, permanently disabling acceleration on all
accelerated VMs (until you reinstall the filter). This method does places ESXi hosts in maintenance mode. (Use
the advanced method when the basic uninstall fails because problems with the filter's state.)

See "Uninstalling the Infinio I/O Filter" below.
See also: "Manual Method for Removing the Infinio I/O Filter" on page 78, which uses the VMware Managed Object
Browser (MOB) to uninstall a filter.

Uninstalling the Infinio I/O Filter
You might want to uninstall the Infinio I/O Filter under the following circumstances:
●

You no longer want to accelerate VMs on a particular cluster.

●

You are completely uninstalling Infinio Accelerator.

Note: If you are using Horizon instant clones, use only the uninstall procedure described in: "Using Horizon Instant
Clones" on the next page.
The most-commonly used uninstallation method (basic) does not require ESXi hosts to enter maintenance mode. If that
procedure fails, use Advanced mode, which places ESXi hosts into maintenance mode.
When using Advanced mode with DRS enabled, the vCenter automatically evacuates each ESXi host in a cluster (VMs
migrate to other hosts) and places it in maintenance mode while removing the I/O Filter.
If you are not using DRS, with advanced mode you must manually vMotion or shut down all VMs. The uninstall procedure detects that there are no running VMs and places each ESXi host into maintenance mode for filter uninstallation.
During the procedure, you must also manually vMotion the Management Console VM to an alternate host, and you
should make sure that sufficient resources are available for the Management Console VM to remain up and running.

Important: You must first disable VM acceleration before uninstalling the I/O Filter. See "Disabling VM Acceleration" on page 52.

Filter Uninstallation Procedure (Basic)
This procedure does not require ESXi hosts to enter maintenance mode.
Do not use this procedure if you are using Horizon instant clones. See "Using Horizon Instant Clones" on the next page.
To uninstall the Infinio I/O Filter:
1. Log in to the Management Console Web UI and click Configuration, and then click the I/O Filters menu tab.
2. Click the Advanced menu (

) and select Uninstall I/O Filter.

3. [Optional] If you are warned that VMs are still accelerated, click Go to Manage VMs if Accelerator detects that
VMs are still accelerated, and select Disable Acceleration for any accelerated VMs. (See: "Disabling VM Acceleration" on page 52.)
4. Click Uninstall I/O Filter to confirm the operation. A progress bar dialog opens, and you can click Show status to
view progress on individual ESXi hosts.
5. A success dialog indicates that the I/O Filter was removed, and the cluster is no longer accelerated.
If you are uninstalling Infinio Accelerator from the vCenter, see: "Removing the Accelerator Console VM" on page 81.
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Advanced Filter Uninstallation Procedure
This procedure places ESXi hosts into maintenance mode. Use this method if basic uninstallation fails for any reason, or
if you are unconcerned that ESXi hosts will enter maintenance mode. Do not use this procedure if you are using Horizon
instant clones. See "Using Horizon Instant Clones" below.
To uninstall the Infinio I/O Filter:
1. Log in to the Management Console Web UI and click Configuration, and then click the I/O Filters menu tab.
2. Click the Advanced menu (
enabled DRS:
3.

) and select Uninstall I/O Filter. A dialog opens, depending on whether you

a. If DRS is enabled, Click: Uninstall I/O Filter.
b.

If DRS is disabled:
i. vMotion (or shut down) all guest VMs so that ESXi hosts can enter maintenance mode during the
uninstall procedure.
ii. Click Uninstall I/O Filter.
iii. Monitor task progress in vSphere.
iv. When the first ESXi host is uninstalled and the host has exited from Maintenance Mode, manually
vMotion the Management Console VM to that host.
v. Wait for the remaining ESXi hosts to enter and exit Maintenance Mode, until filter uninstallation is
complete for all hosts.
vi. Restart VMs (if shut down) and return your environment to normal operation.

4. [Important!] Wait for the uninstallation to complete. Depending on the environment, it might take some time to
complete and you should not interrupt the task.
In the progress screen, you can monitor the status of ESXi hosts. You can also monitor tasks for "all users" in
vSphere Web Client to observe:
●

VM migration, if DRS is running.

●

Hosts enter maintenance mode.

●

Cluster Messages indicating that Storage Policies were changed.

●

Host messages indicating that agents were uninstalled.

●

Hosts exiting maintenance mode.

5. A success dialog indicates that the filter was removed, and the cluster is no longer accelerated.
See also: "Manual Method for Removing the Infinio I/O Filter" on page 78, which uses the VMware Managed Object
Browser (MOB) to uninstall a filter.
If you are uninstalling Infinio Accelerator from the vCenter, see: "Removing the Accelerator Console VM" on page 81.

Using Horizon Instant Clones
Use the following procedure if you are using Horizon Instant Clones because the ESXi host cannot enter maintenance
mode. (Alternatively, you can destroy the pool, uninstall the I/O filter and then recreate the pool).
A VMware knowledge base article (KBA) describes a workaround for this constraint: Entering and exiting maintenance
mode for an ESXi host that has Horizon instant clones (2144808) (https://kb.vmware.com/selfservice/microsites/search.do?language=en_US&cmd=displayKC&externalId=2144808). The KBA
describes two methods, one using vSphere Client for Windows to edit annotations and the other using the Connection
Server. The following procedure describes only the method for editing annotations.
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To uninstall the Infinio I/O Filter:
1. For every ESXi host in the accelerated cluster, use vSphere Client for Windows, to look up Annotations in the
ESXi host's Summary tab and set InstantClone.Maintenance to 1.
2. Wait up to three minutes for vSphere to delete the parent VMs on each ESXi host.
3. Log in to the Management Console Web UI and click Configuration, and then click the I/O Filters menu tab.
4. Click the Advanced menu (

) and select Uninstall I/O Filter.

5. Click: Uninstall I/O Filter to proceed.
6. [Important!] Wait for the uninstallation to complete. Depending on the environment, it might take some time to
complete and you should not interrupt the task. (In the progress screen, you can monitor the status of ESXi hosts.
You can also monitor tasks in vSphere Client.)
7. A success dialog Management Console Web UI indicates that the filter was removed, and the cluster is no
longer accelerated.
8. Using vSphere Client for Windows, look up Annotations in the ESXi host's Summary tab and verify that the
InstantClone.Maintenance annotation does not have a value of 1 or 2. If it does, clear this value (make it null).
As new provisioning occurs, Horizon creates the parent VMs and then the instant clones on each ESXi host.
If you are completely uninstalling Infinio Accelerator from the vCenter, see: "Removing the Accelerator Console VM" on
page 81.

Troubleshooting Filter Installation or Uninstallation Failures
If an Infinio I/O Filter installation or uninstallation fails, you will see a dialog containing a failure error message similar to
the following:

Use the vSphere Web client Event log to check for errors:

To open this log:
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1. Open vSphere Web Client and select Hosts and Clusters.
2. Click the name of the cluster where you were installing or uninstalling the filter
3. Click Monitor and then Events.
You can also use the vSphere Managed Object Browser to check the filter status. See:
●

"Determine the I/O Filter State and Filter ID" on page 79

●

"Troubleshooting Manual Uninstallations of the Infinio I/O Filter" on page 81

In addition, you can generate a Filter Diagnostic Report to check I/O Filter use. See: "Filter Diagnostic Report" on
page 71.

Orphaned I/O Filter
Under rare circumstances, an ESXi host might still contain the I/O Filter even though the cluster is not accelerated (set
up). This means that the filter is orphaned - it is installed on one or more hosts, but unused and inaccessible. This problem might be caused by an incomplete uninstallation operation.
The management console will detect this condition and display an error similar to the following.
Figure 7 Orphaned Filters Found

Contact Infinio support who will assist you to remove orphaned I/O Filters by the manual method. See: "Obtaining Technical Support" on page 66.
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Using Infinio Accelerator with vSphere Storage Policies
You can use the Management Console's Web UI to manage vSphere storage policies and apply policies to VMs.
You can also maintain policies and do tasks such as adding or removing I/O Filters. Under many circumstances, you
might not need to use the vSphere Web client to manage policies, although this might be necessary for troubleshooting.
For certain advanced storage policy management, you must also use vSphere Web Client for tasks such as applying
multiple storage policies to the same VM (per-VMDK).
Accelerator provides a default policy that applies only the I/O Filter to accelerate VMs, without requiring any other storage policy management. By adding an Infinio Accelerator I/O Filter to different vSphere storage policies, you obtain granular control over how an accelerated VM uses your storage resources. You can then:
●

Apply the custom policies to VMs.

●

Monitor the status of any VMs that use either the Infinio default policy or custom policies that include the I/O Filter

●

Monitor the compliance status (currency) of storage policies to make sure that they are not out of date,

To manage policies, see: "Managing Storage Policies" below.

Managing Storage Policies
To manage Storage Policies:
1. Open the Management Console's Web UI, and from the dashboard click Configuration.
2. Click Storage Policies to open the Storage Policies screen.
In the Storage Policies screen, you can view individual Storage Policy and accelerated VM status.
If the Management Console's list of storage policies is not synchronized with the vCenter list, rescan the vCenter. See:
"Scanning the vCenter Manually" on page 83.
Figure 8 Storage Polices Screen.
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The Storage Policies screen provides a list of vCenter storage policies that include the I/O Filter, including the following
information:
●

Storage policy name.

●

Number of VMs accelerated by this storage policy. Click the link to go to the Virtual Machines page and manage
VMs that use this storage policy. See: "Viewing Accelerated VM Status" on page 50.

●

Compliance status. This status indicator indicates whether VMs are accelerated by the most recent version of the
policy. If the indicator is red, the policy is out of date. To correct this problem, reapply the policy to any VMs that
are out-of-date.

You can also start following tasks:
●

Accelerate VMs — Click to apply existing storage policies to VMs, including the default Infinio I/O Storage Policy
policy. See: "Enabling and Disabling VM Acceleration" on page 45.

●

+Setup Policy — Click to start policy management. See: "Setting up Storage Policies" on page 28.

●

Remove I/O Filter — Click to delete a storage policy, which disables acceleration on any VM that is using the
policy. See: "Disabling VM Acceleration" on page 52.

Considerations and Constraints when Using Storage Policies
You can have only one caching rule per storage policy. You must remove any existing cache rules for other caching
products. In this release, Infinio provides only a WriteThrough as a common rule option for a cache storage policy.
The WriteThrough policy immediately commits data writes to disk while simultaneously updating Accelerator's read
cache. Because writes are not deferred, there is no risk to data.
The following known constraints apply in this release.

Cannot Use VSAN Policies to Accelerate VMs on VMFS Datastores
If you have mixed back-end storage that contains both VSAN and VMFS datastores, you cannot apply your VSAN I/O Filter policies to VMs that are contained by the VMFS datastores.
This is caused by a known VMware constraint that results in a silent fail (no error message), and the VM is not accelerated and does not appear in the list of accelerated VMs.
The failure is logged to vmware.log with an error similar to the following:
2016-09-21T18:56:55.182Z| vcpu-0| I120: DISKLIB-LIB_SIDECAR : DiskLibSidecarOpenInt: Failed
to open sidecar file for 'iniaccel_3', The system cannot find the file specified.
2016-09-21T18:56:55.182Z| vcpu-0| I120: FiltLib: iniaccel: Opening sidecar failed: "The system cannot find the file specified" (25).
The resolution is to create a custom policy for accelerating VMs on VMFS and NFS datastores.

Cannot Use Accelerated VMs as Templates
Because of a known VMware constraint, creating a template from an accelerated VM causes I/O filter uninstallation to
fail. For example:
1. In an accelerated cluster, accelerate a VM by applying a Storage policy that contains the Infinio I/O Filter.
2. Convert the VM to a template.
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3. In vSphere, observe that there is no method to revert the VM's storage policy to "none" or to the datastore default.
(No Edit VM Storage Policies button.)
4. Attempting to use the vSphere API causes the following error: The operation is not supported on the
object.
This problem might be revealed when you attempt any operation that requires I/O filter uninstallation, such as removing
Accelerator from a cluster or upgrading accelerator.
The resolution is to make sure that you disable acceleration and revert the policy of any VMs that you intend to use as
templates.

Incorrectly Assigning a Non-VSAN Storage Policy that Includes the I/O Filter to a
VSAN VMDK
Assigning a non-VSAN storage policy (that Includes the I/O Filter) to a VMDK is an unsupported option. However,
because of a known VMware problem the error is not detected and fails silently. If you do this accidentally:
●

The policy is successfully applied.

●

The compliance state is "out of compliance".

●

The I/O filter is not attached to the VMDK, and no acceleration occurs.

●

In the Management Console, Virtual Machines screen the VM has incorrect data.

To correct this problem:
1. Use the vSphere Web Client to remove the policy from the VMDK and apply a compliant policy.
2. Use the Management Console UI to remove the I/O Filter from the policy. See: "Disabling VM Acceleration by
Removing the I/O Filter from a Custom Storage Policy" on page 53.
3. Resynchronize Accelerator with the vCenter. See: "Scanning the vCenter Manually" on page 83.
If you cannot correct this problem, contact Infinio support. See: "Obtaining Technical Support" on page 66.

No Storage Policies Contain the I/O Filter
After initial installation (and if you remove the I/O filter from all storage policies) the Configuration screen indicates that
no policies contain an I/O Filter.
Figure 9 No Policies with I/O Filter Screen

When you see the No Policies with I/O Filter screen you can:
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●

Click Accelerate VMs to select the default Accelerator storage policy (or your own policy) and begin accelerating
VMs, which guides you through storage policy setup. You might do this in more basic virtualized environments
that do not use VSAN or VVOLs, and do not use storage policies. See: "Enabling VM Acceleration" on page 46.

●

Click +Setup Policies to add the I/O filter to storage policies. You might do this in VSAN and VVOL environments,
or other environments where you apply several different storage policies and you want to add the filter selectively. See: "Setting up Storage Policies" below.

Setting up Storage Policies
You are directed to select or set up storage policies during the process of accelerating VMs. However, you can also manage storage policies at any time. Accelerator detects existing storage policies on your vCenter, and enables you to add
the I/O Filter to existing, duplicated (cloned) or new storage policies.
To set up storage policies:
1. Open the Management Console UI.
2. Click Configuration in the Dashboard Screen.
3. Click Storage Policies.
4. Click +Setup Policy to open the Setup Storage Policy dialog.

5. Select the storage policy management task that you want to complete:
●

Add an I/O Filter to an existing storage policy. See: "Adding an I/O Filter to an Existing Storage Policy"
below

●

Duplicate an existing storage policy and add an I/O Filter. See: "Adding an I/O Filter to a Duplicated Storage Policy" on the next page.

●

Create a new storage policy, and add the I/O Filter. See: "Adding an I/O Filter to a New Storage Policy" on
page 30.

6. Click Setup Policy to Proceed.

Adding an I/O Filter to an Existing Storage Policy
To add an I/O filter to an existing storage policy:
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1. Click +Setup Policy to open the Setup Storage Policy dialog.
2. Check Add I/O filter to an Existing Storage Policy.
3. Select the storage policy name from the menu.
4. Click Setup Policy to confirm the operation and to open the Adding I/O Filter dialog.
5. Wait for the Filter Addition Succeeded dialog and click Close.
You can now apply the policy to selected VMs. See: "Enabling VM Acceleration" on page 46.
To view and manage storage policies, see: "Managing Storage Policies" on page 25.

Adding an I/O Filter to a Duplicated Storage Policy
To duplicate an existing policy and add an I/O filter:

1. Click +Setup Policy to open the Setup Storage Policy dialog.
2. Open the Setup Storage Policy dialog and check Duplicate an Existing Storage Policy and add I/O Filter.
3. Select the storage policy name from the menu.
4. Click Setup Policy to open the Duplicate Policy dialog.
5. Enter a unique name for the new storage policy, and an optional policy description.
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6. Click Apply Configuration to start the operation and to open the Copying Policy dialog.
7. Wait for the Copy Succeeded dialog and click Close.
You can now apply the policy to selected VMs. See: "Enabling VM Acceleration" on page 46.
To view and manage storage policies, see: "Managing Storage Policies" on page 25.

Adding an I/O Filter to a New Storage Policy
To add an I/O filter to a new storage policy:

1. Click +Setup Policy to open the Setup Storage Policy dialog.
2. Open the Setup Storage Policy dialog and check Create a New Storage Policy with I/O Filter.
3. Select the storage policy name from the menu.
4. Click Setup Policy to open the Duplicate Policy dialog.
5. Enter a unique name for the new policy, and an optional policy description.
6. Click Apply Configuration.
7. Wait for the Create Succeeded dialog and click Close.
You can now apply the policy to selected VMs. See: "Enabling VM Acceleration" on page 46.
To view and manage storage policies, see: "Managing Storage Policies" on page 25.
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Infinio Accelerator stores I/O in a physical memory (RAM) cache (and optional SSD cache) on each eligible host in a
VMware cluster.
Accelerator verifies a host before it installs the Infinio I/O Filter, to make sure that the host has sufficient resources to create a RAM cache.
During installation, accelerator configures a recommended default minimum cache size, but you can override this recommendation and select the minimum cache size of 0.5GB per ESXi host. Later, you can revise the cache size as required.
This section provides information that enables you to determine a caching strategy, and assign resources to the Accelerator cache
You can:
●

Calculate the optimum cache size. See: "Calculating the Cache Size" below.

●

Determine a strategy for using cache media. See: "Guidelines for Selecting and Using Cache Media" on the next
page.

●

Modify the total RAM cache size or adjust the amount of RAM that individual ESXi hosts will contribute to the
cache. See: "Resizing the Cache" on page 36.

●

Augment the RAM (physical memory) cache by setting up an SSD cache. See: "Using an SSD to Increase the
Cache Size" on page 39.

●

Bypass the I/O filter, See: "Disabling and Enabling the I/O Filter" on page 37.

Calculating the Cache Size
When you first install Infinio Accelerator, it calculates a recommended default RAM cache size per ESXi host. For caching to be most efficient, the ideal size of the Accelerator cache is as close as possible to the working set size. (The working set size is the subset of data that is processed over a period of time.) In general, allocating more RAM to the cache
increases performance.
An accurate working set is difficult to estimate, because it depends on factors such as the type of software application,
workload cycles, read vs write I/O and variation in I/O size and uniqueness. If you have already done performance monitoring and workload analysis you might have an accurate estimate of your working set. In this case, you should adjust
the initial Infinio cache size accordingly.
If you have not previously estimated working set size, you can derive the starting cache size from the size of your total
data set. The data set is approximately equal to the total space used by all VMDKs for all VMs that you intend to accelerate by caching. You can estimate your working set size as 10% of the data set and adjust your initial cache size
accordingly.
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Regardless of how you size the cache initially, for the first few hours and days of operation you should use Accelerator's
performance monitoring features to observe the efficiency of caching. Adjust the cache size or redistribute the cache
allocation across ESXi hosts if necessary to obtain the expected performance increase.
You can use both RAM and SSD (flash) cache media to create a cache, depending on your performance needs. See:
"Guidelines for Selecting and Using Cache Media" below.
To modify the size of the Accelerator cache, see: "Resizing the Cache" on page 36.

Guidelines for Selecting and Using Cache Media
You can use a combination of RAM with different types of non-volatile (flash) memory to create an Accelerator cache.
Collectively, Accelerator refers to flash memory as an SSD cache. During initial configuration and set up of Accelerator,
you are prompted to create an initial RAM cache (See: "Configuring the Initial Cache Memory Allocation" on page 35.)
Subsequently, you can also create a vflash resource in vSphere and then use it to configure an Accelerator SSD cache.
If you allocate an optional SSD cache, along with the mandatory RAM cache, there are considerations for selecting
media, sizing SSD caches, and also for setting the total cluster cache size to achieve optimum performance. These considerations are:
●

RAM-only

●

SSD-only (Accelerator requires a minimal allocation of RAM.)

●

Mixed RAM / SSD

For a cache to be effective, its storage media must process I/O requests faster than the device for which it is caching
(such as back-end storage arrays) . A generously-allocated RAM cache always meets this criteria. However, SSD (flash)
performance can vary depending on the specifications for the media and its datapath (SATA vs PCI, for example).

Caching Capabilities of Infinio Accelerator
Infinio VAIO Accelerator uses a combination of host-based DRAM memory, persistent memory and solid-state flash to
improve storage performance in virtualized environments.
Depending on the type of media, Accelerator is designed to serve requests for data within the following approximate tolerances:
●

RAM — Latencies in 10s of microseconds.

●

Flash — Latencies ranging from 10s to 100s of microseconds, depending on the media.

Characteristics of both types media access are orders of magnitude better than traditional high-performance HDDbased storage arrays, and better than nearline or archival storage systems. The most important factor for improving average storage latency when using Accelerator is increased hit rates. This is primarily a function of cache capacity.
Flash (solid-state) media represents the lowest unit cost ($ per GB) when adding cache capacity. Consider using lowlatency flash to establish the largest capacity of the Accelerator cache. Then layer additional RAM cache to improve the
Accelerator's ability to handle bursts of I/O traffic. Adequate RAM allocations also lower the duty cycle (wear leveling) on
the flash media and further improves latency characteristics.

Considerations When Using an SSD-only Cache
When accelerating an HDD-based storage back end, the most cost-effective caching strategy is to deploy SSD-based
caching (providing the SSD is of sufficient latency performance). There are two important characteristics of SSDs to consider:
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●

Capacity — The volume of SSD space available for caching over a number of SSD devices.

●

IOPs — number of I/O requests processed per second.

Adding capacity increases cache hit rates, while dividing that capacity over a number of SSDs or NVMe PCI cards
increases IOPs.

Important: It is important to monitor caching to make sure that the SSDs do not become a bottleneck as the
Accelerator cache hit rate increases.
Infinio recommends the following strategy when using SSDs:
1. Configure the largest capacity flash media that you can allocate without affecting system resources.
2. If you have a target IOPs rate, determine the number of flash media devices required to support that rate. (In most
cases, the IOPs capability of an NVMe card will be sufficient).
If you have not determined a target IOPs rate, use the IOPs capability of the backend storage as a starting point.
3. Accelerator requires a small allocation of RAM (overhead) to support SSD caching. This is approximately 2% of
SSD capacity or 20MB of RAM per GB of SSD.
For example, if you allocate 2TB of SSD media to the cache, Accelerator allocates 40GB of RAM.
4. Although this strategy is characterized as "SSD (flash) only", Infinio recommends that in addition to the required
RAM amount to support SSDs, you allocate a minimum RAM cache of 4GB per ESXi to provide optimum performance.
For example, for 2TB SSD in a 2-host cluster you allocate 8GB (4GB per host) and 40GB of SSD overhead for a
total of 48GB for the cluster.

Strategy for RAM-only Caching
A RAM-only cache might be most appropriate in the following environments:
●

Accelerating all-flash arrays (AFA). Here, the performance of the media might be equivalent or better than the
local SSD cache.

●

Other, high-performance storage back ends.

●

To achieve the highest possible application performance (high IOPs), where you have a clear understanding of
your working set requirements. (See: "Calculating the Cache Size" on page 31.)

Considerations for RAM only caching are:
●

Available RAM - The ability to allocate enough RAM per ESXi host (or cluster) to cache the entire working set
and achieve a high cache hit rate (without affecting other environment operations, such as allocation of memory
to VMs.) If you cannot achieve a sufficiently high cache hit rate when a RAM-only strategy, consider using Mixed
caching. See: "Strategy for Mixed Memory and SSD Caching" below.

●

Performance - RAM caching is more efficient than even ultra-performance flash because it:
○

Resides on the memory bus.

○

Does not require an I/O context be built and managed when accessing NVMe or SSD.

Strategy for Mixed Memory and SSD Caching
For mixed memory (RAM + SSD) caching:
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1. Follow the strategy described in: "Considerations When Using an SSD-only Cache" on page 32.
2. Configure a RAM cache that is significantly larger than the recommended minimum of 4GB per host plus the
SSD overhead (2% of SSD capacity).
For example, during initial post-installation of the cache, Accelerator might recommend allocating 50% of the
total RAM per ESXi host, to a limit of 64GB. (You can choose to reject this recommendation and apply the minimum size cache, which you can then subsequently revise to your preferred cache size. )
3. For very high performance applications, a combination of high-speed NVMe flash cards and a significant allocation of RAM yields the best possible combination of IOPs, hit rate, and latency.

Displaying Cache Status
To display the cache status:
1. Log in to the Management Console Web UI.
2. Click Configuration to open the I/O Filters screen.
3. Click Adjust Cache Size to open the Adjust Cache Size on <cluster> screen.
The following information is provided by the Adjust Cache Size on <cluster> screen. (Click the How to use link for onscreen information:
Set Cache Size Panel:
●

The size of the RAM cache.

●

The maximum recommended cache size.

●

The total memory (all memory in all ESXi hosts in the cluster).

ESXi Hosts Panel:
●

The contribution of RAM to the cache by each ESXi host in the cluster.

●

Memory utilization by Each ESXi host, is shown in a bar chart, to assist you in allocating memory:

●

○

Memory in use by the Infinio Accelerator cache.

○

Memory in use by the ESXi host.

○

Memory in use by VMs.

○

Total and non-utilized (free) memory.

○

To obtain accurate numbers for memory utilization, click on a location (color area) in the bar chart:

Whether there is SSD storage space available to the cache. See: "Configuring an SSD Cache" on page 39.
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Figure 10 Adjust Cache Size Screen

Configuring the Initial Cache Memory Allocation
When you set up a cluster for acceleration (or accelerate VMs for the first time). Accelerator prompts you to configure the
RAM cache memory allocation for the cluster. Accelerator calculates a recommended RAM allocation that should
provide you with good initial caching performance, without starving hosts and VMs of resources.
You can tune the Ram cache allocation to your working set for better performance after initial configuration. See: "Resizing the Cache" on the next page.
Figure 11 Configure Memory Allocation Dialog

To make the initial RAM allocation:
1. Click one of the following:
●

Recommended - Allocates a percentage of RAM from each host. Click the down arrow icon to see that
per-host allocation. This setting provides good initial caching performance.
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Minimum - Allocates the minimum amount of 0.5GB RAM per ESXi host. This provides minimum initial
performance, enough for you to observe that caching is occurring.

2. Click Install I/O Filter to proceed to the next step.
See: "Installing and Uninstalling the Infinio I/O Filter" on page 18.

Resizing the Cache
When you first set up a cluster (or accelerate VMs for the first time), Accelerator calculates a recommended minimum
RAM cache. You can choose to allocate the recommended minimum, or apply the absolute minimum per-host allocation
of 0.5GB per ESXi host. See: "Configuring the Initial Cache Memory Allocation" on the previous page.
Subsequently, you can tune the RAM cache allocation for better performance. To tune cache performance or to cope
with an increased or decreased VM workload you can modify the size of the RAM cache including adding an SSD. See:
"Calculating the Cache Size" on page 31.
For high performance environments Infinio recommends that you resize a cache only during a maintenance window or
a time of low storage use (I/O). For typical environments, resizing the cache does not have a significant effect on performance. (However, performance might be affected if you significantly decrease the cache size or disable SSD caching.)
You cannot modify the cache allocation for any ESXi host that is in maintenance mode.
For information about the Adjust Cache Size screen, see: "Displaying Cache Status" on page 34.
To resize a cache for a cluster:
1. Log in to the Management Console Web UI.
2. Click Configuration, and then click Adjust Cache Size.
3. In the Adjust Cache Size window, you can do either of the following tasks:
●

"Assign the Same Amount of Memory from Each ESXi Host" below.

●

"Assign a Different Amount of Memory from Each ESXi Host" on the next page.

4. If SSDs are shown as available, you can manage SSD caches at the same time as you modify the RAM cache.
See: "Configuring an SSD Cache" on page 39.

Assign the Same Amount of Memory from Each ESXi Host
If you want each cluster host to contribute the same amount of to the cache:
1. In the ESXi Hosts panel, make sure that all hosts are unlocked (

). Locked hosts are excluded from cache size

revisions and any changes are apportioned equally to all unlocked hosts.
2. In the Set Cache Size panel, move the Cache Size slider ( ) left or right to increase or decrease the total cache
size. Notice that the increase is applied equally to each host in the cluster.
3. If SSDs are available, you can optionally manage the SSD cache before you commit the RAM cache changes.
See: "Configuring an SSD Cache" on page 39.
4. Click Commit Cache Sizes and review the information about how this action affects your environment.
5. Click Resize Cache Now to proceed.
6. Wait for the operation to complete, which might take several minutes. You can click the Show host status link to
see the progress on each ESXi host. The Resizing Complete dialog opens, indicating that the cache is now resized.
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It might take some time for this change to show in the Infinio Accelerator performance data (see: "Monitoring Accelerated
VM Performance" on page 56).

Assign a Different Amount of Memory from Each ESXi Host
If you want each cluster host to contribute a different amount of memory to the cache:
1. In the ESXi Hosts window, click the padlock icon (

) to lock any hosts that you want to exclude from the cache

size revision. (These hosts retain their current cache allocation .)
). This will display the maximum
2. Click inside the box that shows the current cache contribution for a host (
and minimum amount of RAM that this ESXi host can contribute to the cache.
3. Type a number for the amount of RAM that this ESXi host should contribute. The net increase appears next to the
bar chart.
4. Repeat Steps 2 and 3 for any additional ESXi hosts.
5. If SSDs are available, you can optionally manage the SSD cache before you commit the RAM cache changes.
See: "Configuring an SSD Cache" on page 39.
6. Click Commit Cache Sizes and review the information about how this action affects your environment.
7. Click Resize Cache Now to proceed.
8. Wait for the operation to complete, which might take several minutes. You can click the Show host status link to
see the progress on each ESXi host. The Resizing Complete dialog opens, indicating that the cache is resized.
It might take some time for this change to show in the Infinio Accelerator performance data (see: "Monitoring Accelerated
VM Performance" on page 56).

Disabling and Enabling the I/O Filter
You can temporarily disable the I/O filter without removing it, causing caching operations to stop. When you disable
caching, all VMs on all ESXi hosts in the cluster are affected.
If you want to permanently remove I/O filters from a cluster, see: "Uninstalling the Infinio I/O Filter" on page 21.
To disable the I/O filter and bypass caching:
1. Log in to the Management Console Web UI.
2. Click Configuration at the top of the Accelerator Dashboard screen, and then click the I/O Filters menu tab.
3. Click the advanced menu icon (

) in the Clusters panel.

4. Select the Disable Caching option to open the Disable Caching dialog.
5. Review the screen information to understand how this operation affects your environment. Click Disable Caching when you are ready.
6. Wait for the Caching Disabled dialog, which confirms that the I/O Filter is disabled for the listed ESXi hosts.
7. Click Close to return to the Clusters panel.
The Clusters panel now shows that the I/O filter is in bypass mode on each ESXi host, and remains this way until you
resume caching.
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Figure 12 I/O Filters in Bypass Mode, Caching is Disabled

See: "Obtaining Technical Support" on page 66 if one or more filters do not enter into bypass mode.
To enable the I/O filter and resume caching:
1. Log in to the Management Console Web UI.
2. Click Configuration at the top of the Accelerator Dashboard screen. and then click the I/O Filters menu tab.
3. Click Resume Caching.
4. Wait for the Caching Resumed dialog, which confirms that the I/O Filters are out of bypass mode.
See: "Obtaining Technical Support" on page 66 if one or more filters do not resume caching.
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Using an SSD to Increase the Cache Size
You can use part of a solid-state disk (SSD) to optimize caching by augmenting the volatile RAM cache with a persistent
SSD cache. For information about Cache sizing, see: "Calculating the Cache Size" on page 31.
Consider the following scenario: You have configured your physical memory cache to the maximum size and enabled
acceleration on VMs and you find that the cache hit rate is still too low. It is likely that your working set size is too large
for the physical memory (RAM) cache. If you are unable to allocate more physical memory without affecting ESXi performance, you can you can increase the cache size by adding an SSD cache.
The following considerations apply:
●

See "Accelerator Limits" in the Operations Guide for information about SSD device limits. Regardless of the
amount of SSD space allocated as a virtual flash resource, you can allocate only an amount of SSD space equal
to Accelerator's per-device limit.

●

You must use an SSD that is in VMware's list of approved devices and is installed in accordance with VMware
best practices for using SSDs for virtual flash capacity.

●

Because Accelerator uses the SSD instead of the array, the read throughput of any SSD used by Accelerator
should exceed the performance that the loaded array can deliver to that same host. This should be true even
when there are concurrent writes going to the SSD. The random mixed read/write performance of an SSD is its
most important metric.

To use SSD cache optimization, you must first enable the SSD as virtual flash capacity and then use the Management
Console Web UI to create the cache on the SSD. See: "Add Virtual Flash Capacity to Enable SSD Caching" below.

Add Virtual Flash Capacity to Enable SSD Caching
You can use a solid state disk (SSD) to increase cache size and improve the cache hit rate and efficiency. Before you
can use the SSD in Infinio Accelerator, use the vSphere Web client to add virtual flash capacity as follows:
1. Install the SSD in the server and verify that its status LEDs indicate proper operation.
2. Open the vSphere Web client and select an ESXi host.
3. Click the Manage tab and click Settings.
4. Scroll down to and open Virtual Flash, and click Virtual Flash Resource Management
5. Click Add Capacity above the list of available SSDs.
6. Select one or more SSDs to use for virtual flash and click OK to create the virtual flash resource.
7. Scroll down to Device Backing to see the list of devices.
Next, use the Management Console Web UI to configure the SSD cache. See: "Configuring an SSD Cache" below.

Configuring an SSD Cache
Before you can configure an SSD cache you must add a virtual flash resource on your ESXi host. See: "Add Virtual
Flash Capacity to Enable SSD Caching" above.
For more information about using an SSD cache, see "Using an SSD to Increase the Cache Size" above.
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Configuring an SSD cache might affect application performance while the cache changes are implemented. For this
reason, consider adding or modifying an SSD cache only during a scheduled performance window.
Because of the way that VMware initializes a virtual flash resource for use, it might take some time before the SSD is
ready for caching. Caching performance is not optimum during SSD initialization. The larger the SSD, the longer it takes
to initialize.

Important: SSD initialization might affect performance if you simultaneously decrease the size of the RAM
cache at the same time that you add an SSD cache.
To configure SSD Caching:
1. Log in to the Management Console Web UI.
2. Click Configuration in the Dashboard screen to open the Configuration screen.
3. Click Adjust Cache Size to open the Adjust Cache Size on <cluster> screen. The ESXi Hosts panel lists the available SSDs in this cluster.
4. Click the link: Setup SSD to open the Set SSD Cache Size on <host> dialog.
5. Use the slider to set the amount of storage space that you want to allocate to the cache for this SSD (the maximum allowed value is recommended).
6. Click Continue and the pending change is notified in the ESXi Hosts panel as: Ready to Add (GB).
7. Repeat Step 5 and Step 6 to add cache space from additional SSDs.
8. Click Commit Cache Sizes to open the Resize Cache on <cluster> dialog, and review the information.
9. Click Resize Cache Now to proceed. Depending on the number of SSDs, the operation might take several
minutes to complete.
10. Wait for the Resizing Complete dialog to open, indicating that the SSD cache was successfully created.
11. Click Close.
The SSD status is indicated in the ESXi Hosts panel as: Initializing. You can cancel the operation if required, although
cancellation might temporarily degrade performance.
When the SSD is ready for caching, its status changes to: Available <GB>.
To verify SSD cache operation, see: "SSD Health Monitoring" below.
To Remove an SSD Cache, see: "Removing an SSD Cache" on page 42.

SSD Health Monitoring
Accelerator monitors the health state of the SSD cache to make sure that there are no problems. This includes scenarios
such as accidental physical removal of an SSD device.
Accelerator tolerates a certain level of SSD device errors as follows:
●

A read error rate that is under 1 read per 100,000 reads

●

Up to 6 sequential "I/O failed" errors.
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However, If the SSD device exceeds these error rates, Accelerator will shut down only that part of the Infinio cache that
is stored on the SSD, reporting the shutdown through the Management console Web UI. While an SSD failure might
degrade performance, it does not affect Accelerator or VM operation.
Accelerator continues to use the RAM portion of the Accelerator cache, limiting the potential performance effects of losing the SSD cache. You can then delete and recreate the Virtual Flash and SSD cache on a new device (or on the original device if you repaired the problem).
If an SSD device error is immediate and fatal so that you must physically replace the SSD, you will also be guided to destroy the Virtual Flash device, then recreate the SSD portion of the Accelerator cache.

Resolving SSD Cache Problems
When accelerator detects a problem with an SSD cache (or the underlying SSD device) you might see a notification
error similar to the following:
Figure 13 SSD Error Reporting in the Management Console Web UI

You can resolve this problem as described in the following sections.

Determine the Health of the SSD Device
First, verify that the SSD is operating correctly as a vFlash resource:
1. Open the vSphere Web Client and navigate to Hosts and Clusters.
2. Select an ESXi host from the inventory and click the Monitor tab.
3. Click Performance and then Advanced.
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4. Select one of the following in the View: menu:
●

Virtual Flash to observe virtual flash capacity statistics.

●

Disk to observe statistics for the SSD.

If you observe no activity for the SSD device, or you observe device health errors reported in vSphere, use the appropriate methods for your server hardware to diagnose the physical health of the device. Replace the device if necessary,
particularly if there are I/O errors.
If the SSD device appears to be operating correctly, the problem might be caused by an unexpected error that has
caused Accelerator to stop caching to maintain data integrity. You can safely retry caching under these circumstances to
determine whether the error is repeatable.

Recreate the SSD Cache
After you verify the status of the SSD as described in "Determine the Health of the SSD Device" on the previous page,
you can recreate the cache as follows:
1. If you have replaced the SSD device, follow the instructions to add a virtual flash capacity resource. See: "Add
Virtual Flash Capacity to Enable SSD Caching" on page 39. Otherwise, start at Step 2.
2. Log in to the Management Console Web UI and click Configuration.
3. Click Remove SSD Cache and follow the on-screen instructions to delete the existing cache.
4. Click Adjust Cache Size and follow the instructions in "Configuring an SSD Cache" on page 39.

Removing an SSD Cache
You can remove an existing SSD cache that you created as described in: "Configuring an SSD Cache" on page 39.
Removing an SSD cache discards the cached copy of any content on that host and might affect application performance. It will cause more I/O requests to be served from back-end storage, at typical storage network latencies.
If a host has multiple cache SSDs, you must remove them all in order to remove any individual caches. You can add
back any remaining SSDs that you did not want to remove.
To remove an existing SSD cache:
1. Log in to the Management Console Web UI.
2. Click Configuration in the Dashboard screen to open the Configuration screen.
3. Click Adjust Cache Size to open the Adjust Cache Size on <cluster> screen. The ESXi Hosts panel lists the SSD
caches in this cluster.
4. Click the link: Remove SSD to open the Remove SSD Cache dialog and read the information.
5. Click Continue to proceed and the pending change is notified in the ESXi Hosts panel as: Ready to Remove.
6. Repeat Step 4 and Step 5 to remove additional SSD caches on other hosts, if required.
7. Click Commit Cache Sizes to open the Resize Cache on <cluster> dialog, and review the information.
8.

Click Resize Cache Now to proceed. Depending on the number and size of SSD caches removed, the operation might take several minutes to complete.

9. Wait for the Resizing Complete dialog to open, indicating that the SSD cache was successfully removed.
10. Click Close.
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11. If you do not intend to reuse this SSD device as an Accelerator cache, use click Virtual Flash Resource Management in vSphere Web client to remove it. For data security, You might also want to erase the device to
remove all cache content.
To verify SSD cache removal, see: "SSD Health Monitoring" on page 40.
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Using Accelerator
Provides information about using Infinio Accelerator to accelerate VMs in your vSphere Environment.
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Enabling and Disabling VM Acceleration
Accelerator uses an allocation of RAM (physical memory) from each ESXi host to create a cache that can store and
deduplicate data read and write requests. Because the cached data is stored locally in fast RAM, datastore performance
is greatly improved because there is less need to retrieve the data from a storage device at typical storage latencies.
Deduplication of common data increases the effective size of the cache, increasing the space available for frequentlyaccessed data.
Applications that benefit most from acceleration include those that:
●

Require very low latency.

●

Have a high rate of read and write requests (IOPS).

●

Process data that benefits from deduplication (the same chunks of data are accessed frequently).

For example, enterprise applications, virtual desktops, and software build and test environments can greatly benefit from
VM acceleration.
The following sections describe:
●

"Requirements for Enabling VM Acceleration" below.

●

"Enabling VM Acceleration" on the next page.

●

"Disabling VM Acceleration" on page 52.

Requirements for Enabling VM Acceleration
This section describes requirements that might apply before you can enable acceleration on a VM.

VM Snapshots
Because of a known VMware constraint in this VAIO-compliant release of Infinio Accelerator, you cannot enable acceleration on a VM that has one or more snapshots.

VM Linked Clones
Because of a known VMware constraint in this VAIO-compliant release of Infinio Accelerator, you cannot enable acceleration on a VM that has linked clones.
However, you can do this for Instant clones when used in a VDI environment. See: "Instant Clone VDI Environments" on
page 13.
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No VMs are Accelerated
After initial installation (and if you disable acceleration on all cluster VMs) the Dashboard screen indicates that no VMs
are accelerated:

The Configuration screen also indicates that no virtual machines are accelerated:
Figure 14 No VMs Accelerated Screen

When you see either of these screens you can Click Accelerate VMs to select the default Accelerator storage policy (or
your own policy) and begin accelerating VMs. You might do this in more basic virtualized environments that do not use
VSAN or VVOLs, and do not use storage policies. See: "Enabling VM Acceleration" below.
Alternatively, you can begin by setting up policies and then applying those policies to accelerate VMs. You might do this
in VSAN and VVOL environments, or other environments where you apply several different storage policies and you
want to add the filter selectively.
1. Navigate to the Configuration screen, if you are not already there.
2. Click I/O Filters.
3. Click +Setup Cluster to add the I/O filter to storage policies. See: "Setting up a Cluster" on page 18.

Enabling VM Acceleration
After you install of Accelerator and open the Management Console for the first time, it guides you through the process of
accelerating VMs as described in: "Accelerating VMs — Quick Start" on page 15.
After you have installed the Infinio I/O filter on a cluster, you can enable acceleration on VMs contained in that cluster at
any time. See: "Setting up a Cluster" on page 18. Adding or migrating new VMs to a cluster causes them to be enabled
for acceleration by default.
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You can use Accelerator’s Management Console UI to accelerate individual VMs or selected groups of VMs by applying
a VMware storage policy that includes the Infinio I/O filter. For information about configuring custom policies, see: "Setting up Storage Policies" on page 28

Important: When modifying storage policies, the Management Console might lose synchronization with the
vCenter. Lists of storage policies might not be updated immediately. To observe any changes that you made,
rescan the vCenter. See: "Scanning the vCenter Manually" on page 83.
To accelerate individual VMDKs (VM hard disks) you cannot use the Management Console UI, you use the vSphere
Web Client. See "Enabling VMDK Acceleration (Multiple Policies)" on page 49.
When you select VMs for acceleration, be aware that some VMs might be marked with an icon ( ) that indicates an existing storage policy, as shown in "Existing VM Policies" below. Accelerator replaces the existing policy with the Infinioenabled policy that you select. If storage policy defaults are configured for the storage, the VM reverts to its default policy
when you disable VM Acceleration.
Figure 15 Existing VM Policies

After you accelerate one or more VMs, it might take a period of time for caching to reach peak efficiency and for Accelerator to gather and display caching performance data.
Note: VMware does not allow acceleration of a VMDK if it has an existing snapshot chain.
To enable VM acceleration:
1. Log in to the Management Console Web UI.
2. Click Accelerate VMs. in the top right of the screen to open the Select Storage Policy dialog.
3. Do one of the following:
●

Check Simple, to use the default Infinio Accelerator Storage Policy.

●

Check Use your Own Policy to configure a custom policy. (See "Setting up Storage Policies" on page 28
if you have not configured custom policies that include the I/O Filter).
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4. Click Continue to open the Choose Virtual Machines dialog, and then click a cluster name in the Virtual
Machines panel to open a list of VMs in that cluster.
5. Do one of the following:
a. All VMs — Click the Add N VMs link to select all available VMs in the cluster.
b. Specific VMs — Click the plus icon (
Selected VMs have a minus icon (

) in the left panel to add individual VMs that you want to accelerate.
). Click this icon to remove a VM from selection, or click Remove N

VMs to remove all VMs from your selection.
6. Click Continue to open the Confirm VM Updates dialog, and select the clusters to accelerate.
7. Click Start Acceleration. A notification opens at the top of the screen:
X VMs are being accelerated.
(You can click SHOW to monitor the task in progress.)
Note: If you click SHOW, it opens the Recent Tasks screen. To navigate back from that screen, click Manage VMs.
7. Wait for acceleration to complete. Click VMs to open the Virtual Machines screen , showing all accelerated VMs.
If your recently-accelerated VMs are not visible, use the Search for VMs option to find VMs by name. (See "Viewing Accelerated VM Status" on page 50.)
Figure 16 Accelerated VMs Using a Custom Policy

The Virtual Machines screen now lists the accelerated VMs, as shown in the following example. You can click on the
policy icon in the Restrictions column to obtain information about the policy.
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Because you have applied a custom policy, you cannot use the Management Console UI to disable acceleration on
these VMs. Instead, use the vSphere Web Client to remove the policy from individual VMs (and VMDKs) or remove the
I/O filter from the custom storage policy to delete it, and to disable acceleration on all VMs using that policy. See: "Disabling VM Acceleration" on page 52.
You can now monitor VM performance. See: "Monitoring Accelerated VM Performance" on page 56.
To disable VM acceleration, see: "Disabling VM Acceleration" on page 52.

Enabling VMDK Acceleration (Multiple Policies)
You can use the Management Console to apply a policy to all VMDKs in a VM. However, if you want to apply different
policies to individual VMDKs, you must use the vSphere Web Client.
This also applies if you want to use storage policies that do not include the I/O filter (such as the VSAN default storage
policy) for some VMDKs, to have a mixture of accelerated and non-accelerated VMDKs in the same VM.
For example, to apply a different storage policy to one VMDK:
1. Using the Management Console UI, create your custom policies. See: "Setting up Storage Policies" on page 28.
2. in vSphere Web Client, select the VM from the Hosts and Clusters inventory.
3. Click the Manage tab, and then click the Policies tab.
4. Click Edit VM Storage Policies to open the Manage VM Storage Policies dialog.

5. Click to select a VMDK inside the VM Storage Policy column, This opens a pull-down menu that contains compliant policies for the target storage.
6. Click a policy name from the menu to select and apply it, and then click OK to confirm the change. The Manage/Policies screen in vSphere Web Client will now show that one VMDK has a different policy.
7. In the Management Console UI, click Configuration and then click VMs to open the Virtual Machines screen.
This screen will show that multiple policies are applied to the VM.
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Figure 17 Multiple Policies Applied to One VM

To disable multiple-policy VM acceleration, see: "Disabling VM Acceleration" on page 52.
To create a report that shows which version of the I/O filter is in use for a specific VMDK, see: "Filter Diagnostic Report"
on page 71.

Viewing Accelerated VM Status
The Virtual Machines screen provides information about the status of accelerated VMs. To access the screen from the
Dashboard:
1. Click Configuration.
2. Click VMs to open the Virtual Machines screen.
Figure 18 Virtual Machines Screen

Virtual Machine Screen - Options
The Virtual Machines screen provides the following information and options:
●

Search for VMs: Enter all or part of a VM name to find VMs. For example enter the substring win to list all VMs
with that string in the VM name.
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●

●

Viewing Accelerated VM Status

Storage Policies: A menu to display all VMs that use a specific storage policy, or identify storage policies that are
not assigned to a VM:
○

If there are no VMs assigned to a specific policy, you will see the message:
No VMs are currently Accelerated. and the list of VMs is blank.

○

If you select All Storage Polices and the list of VMs is blank, then there are no accelerated VMs in the
cluster. See: "Accelerating VMs — Quick Start" on page 15 to start accelerating VMs.

All Clusters: A menu to display VMs by accelerated cluster.

Virtual Machine Screen - Table Data
The VM table provides the following data:
Data item

Description
The green wave icon indicates that a VM is accelerated and data is cached for that
VM. Hover over the icon to display a check box and select it for tasks such as disabling
acceleration. (See: "Disabling VM Acceleration" on the next page.)
Acceleration has failed if you see the red x icon. See: "Acceleration Does Not Start on
One or More VMs" on page 74

VMDKs

The number of VMDKs for this VM, and total number of VMDKs accelerated.
When you assign a storage policy, you can specify which of its VMDKs you want to
accelerate.

Storage Policy

Click to sort VMs by storage policy name.
Also provides a link to the Storage Policies screen. See: "Managing Storage Policies"
on page 25. In that screen, you can remove the I/O filter from the policy, disabling acceleration on all VMs using that policy.

Cluster

The accelerated cluster that contains the VM. Click to sort VMs by cluster name.

Restrictions

Identifies restrictions on this VM, such as the assignment of policies other than the
default Infinio Accelerator Storage Policy. (See: "Disabling VM Acceleration" on the
next page.)

Actions

Links to tasks, limited in this release to disabling acceleration. You can disable only
VMs that are assigned to the default Infinio Accelerator Storage Policy.
If a VM is identified as Unable to Disable it is assigned to a storage policy other than
the default Infinio Accelerator Storage Policy. In this case, you must use vSphere Web
client to remove the policy from the VM
To disable acceleration for all VMs using a specific policy, see: "Managing Storage
Policies" on page 25. In that screen, you can remove the I/O filter from the policy, disabling acceleration on all VMs using that policy.

From the Virtual machines screen, you can also use the tab menu to view other status and task screens:
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●

Go to the I/O Filters screen. See: "Viewing I/O Filter Status" on page 20.

●

Go to the Storage Policies screen . See: "Managing Storage Policies" on page 25.

●

You can also click the Accelerate VMs button to start the VM acceleration task. See "Accelerating VMs — Quick
Start" on page 15 and "Enabling VM Acceleration" on page 46.

Disabling VM Acceleration
You can disable VM acceleration for one or more VMs at any time. For example, you might need to disable
VM acceleration if you are:
●

Trying to isolate performance VM problems in vCenter or if you need to maintain the VM.

●

Uninstalling the Infinio I/O Filter. See: "Uninstalling the Infinio I/O Filter" on page 21.

Note: You can temporarily disable acceleration on all VMs in a cluster by bypassing the I/O Filter, see: "Disabling and
Enabling the I/O Filter" on page 37.
Disabling VM acceleration depends or whether you are using the default Infinio Accelerator Storage Policy or a custom
policy to which you have added the Infinio I/O filter. If you are using only the default Infinio Accelerator Storage Policy,
you can use Accelerator’s Management Console UI to enable and disable acceleration on VMs.
However, If you are using a custom storage policy (common in VSAN or VVOL environments) you must either use the
vSphere Web Client to remove the policy from individual VMs, or you can use the Management Console UI remove the
Filter from a storage policy, effectively disabling acceleration for all VMs (or VMDKs) using that policy.
Considerations apply if you use different storage policies for individual VMDKs on a VM. In such cases, you might need
to use both the Management Console UI and the vSphere Web Client to completely disable acceleration of an individual VM.
To view the status of accelerated VMs, and any storage policy restrictions (
Accelerated VM Status" on page 50.

) on disabling acceleration, see "Viewing

Important: When modifying storage policies to disable acceleration, the Management Console might lose
synchronization with the vCenter. Lists of storage policies might not be updated immediately. To observe any
changes that you made, rescan the vCenter. See: "Scanning the vCenter Manually" on page 83.

Disabling VM Acceleration When Using Only the Infinio Accelerator Storage Policy
To disable VM acceleration when using only the default Infinio Accelerator Storage Policy:
1. Log in to the Management Console Web UI.
2. Click Configuration, and then click VMs to open the Virtual Machines screen.
3. Do any of the following:
a. One VM — Click the Disable Acceleration link next to a single VM and go to Step 4.
b. Multiple VMs — Click each Accelerated icon ( ) to select specific VMs for which you want to disable
acceleration. Use the Clear link at the bottom of the screen to reset your selection.)
c. All VMs — Check the box in the list header to select all listed VMs. (You can sort by cluster). Selected VMs
have a check icon ( ). Use the Clear link at the bottom of the screen to reset your selection.
4. Click Disable Acceleration to open the confirmation dialog. Review the changes.
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5. Click Disable Acceleration again to implement the changes. A notification opens at the top of the screen:
Disabling acceleration on X VMs.
(You can click SHOW to monitor the task in progress.)
Note: If you click SHOW, it opens the Recent Tasks screen. To navigate back from that screen, click Manage VMs.
6. Wait until the VMs no longer appear in the list of Accelerated VMs. You will see the following message if you
removed all VMs:
No VMs are currently accelerated
7. To review the list of VMs, click Recent Tasks at the top of the screen.
If a default storage policy is applied in vSphere, previously-accelerated VM's reverts to its default policy.
To enable acceleration, see: "Enabling VM Acceleration" on page 46.
If you are disabling acceleration as part of removing an Infinio I/O filter or uninstalling Accelerator, see: "Uninstalling the
Infinio I/O Filter" on page 21.

Disabling VM Acceleration by Removing the I/O Filter from a Custom Storage
Policy
To disable acceleration on all VMs that are using a custom storage policy that includes the I/O filter, you can remove the
filter from the storage policy. This will delete the policy from the Management Console and disable acceleration for any
VM (or individual VMDK) that is using the policy.
1. Log in to the Management Console Web UI.
2. Do either of the following:
●

Click Configuration, and then click Storage Policies to open the Storage Policies screen.

●

Click Configuration, and then click VMs to open the Virtual Machines screen and then click the storage
policy link for a VM to go to the Storage Policies screen.

3. Locate the Storage Policy that you want to remove and click Remove I/O Filter.
4. Click Remove I/O Filter to confirm the operation. A progress screen opens, indicating task progress.
5. Wait for the Remove Filter Succeeded dialog to appear, and then click Close.
The custom storage policy is removed from the list of policies shown in the Storage Policies screen, and acceleration is
disabled for all VMs using that storage policy.

Disabling Individual VM Acceleration When Using Custom Storage Policies that
Include the I/O Filter
You can customize storage policies, either by adding the I/O Filter to existing storage policies or by creating new storage
policies that include the filter. See "Setting up Storage Policies" on page 28.
When using these storage policies to accelerate VMs, you cannot use the Management Console to disable individual
VM acceleration, you must use the storage policy management options in vSphere Client. However, you can remove the
I/O Filter from a storage policy to disable and remove that policy for all accelerated VMs. See"Disabling VM Acceleration
by Removing the I/O Filter from a Custom Storage Policy" above.
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Disabling VM Acceleration on Individual VMDKs
You can apply different storage policies, including the default Infinio Accelerator Storage Policy, to different VMDKs that
make up a VM's storage. You can use the Management Console to remove the Infinio accelerator default policy, (see:
"Disabling VM Acceleration When Using Only the Infinio Accelerator Storage Policy" on page 52.) but you must also use
vSphere Web client to manage storage policies for the remaining VMDKs.
However, you can also remove the I/O Filter from a storage policy to disable and remove that policy for all accelerated
VMDKs. See: "Disabling VM Acceleration by Removing the I/O Filter from a Custom Storage Policy" on the previous
page.

Using the Infinio I/O Filter in Instant Clone VDI Environments
To support Infinio Accelerator in VDI environments, you must use virtual desktop pools that are created using Instant
Clones. VMware VAIO does not support linked clones for any filtering operations.
In addition, VMware does not allow the modification of a virtual Disk Storage policy while there are existing snapshots or
clones, and the procedures described here make sure that you perform the configuration tasks in the correct sequence.
You require the following:
●

VMware Horizon View 7.0.1, enterprise license.

●

Infinio Accelerator installed in the vSphere Cluster that hosts the VDI VMs. Follow the +Setup Cluster procedure
described in "Subsequent Installations of the Infinio I/O Filter" on page 19.

●

Configure your cache size. See: "Calculating the Cache Size" on page 31, and "Resizing the Cache" on
page 36.

Host Maintenance Mode when Using Horizon Instant Clones
To upgrade or uninstall the Infinio I/O filter, ESXi hosts must enter maintenance mode. However, instant clone creation
requires parent VMs on all hosts in the cluster. Parent VMs are specific to a host and you cannot use vSphere client to
migrate or power off parent VMs. This VMware restriction prevents the host from entering maintenance mode.
A VMware knowledge base article (KBA) describes a workaround for this constraint: Entering and exiting maintenance
mode for an ESXi host that has Horizon instant clones (2144808)
(https://kb.vmware.com/selfservice/microsites/search.do?language=en_US&cmd=displayKC&externalId=2144808). The KBA describes two methods, one using vSphere Client for Windows to edit Annotations and the other using the Connection Server.
See the Installation and Upgrade Guide for a procedure that enables I/O Filter upgrade when using Horizon instant
clones.
See "Uninstalling the Infinio I/O Filter" on page 21 for an I/O Filter uninstallation procedure that is specific to Horizon
Instant Clones.
Note: When vSphere 6.5 is available, the vSphere Client for Windows is obsolete, but the vSphere Web Client will support annotation edits.

Enabling Acceleration on VDI VMs
1. Follow VMware procedures to create the instant clone parent image.
2. Open the Management Console Web UI, and accelerate the parent image VM. See: "Enabling VM Acceleration"
on page 46.
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3. Use vSphere Web client to create an initial base snapshot of the accelerated parent image VM.
4. Use VMware Horizon 7 to create the instant clone pool, specifying the accelerated parent image VM.
Deployed VDI VMs will automatically inherit the parent image's acceleration Storage Policy.

Disabling Acceleration on VDI VMs
You cannot disable and re-enable acceleration on individual VDI VMs. To disable VDI VM acceleration you have the following options:
●

Temporarily bypass the Infinio I/O Filter. See: "Disabling and Enabling the I/O Filter" on page 37.

●

Disable acceleration on the parent image, as follows:

1. Use vSphere Web client to delete the snapshot that belongs to the parent image VM.
2. Use VMware Horizon 7 to destroy the instant clone pool.
3. Use the Infinio Management Console Web UI to disable acceleration on the parent image VM.
See: "Disabling VM Acceleration" on page 52.
You can now either delete the parent image VM or modify and redeploy it as required, using the acceleration procedure
described in: "Enabling Acceleration on VDI VMs" on the previous page.
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Monitoring Accelerated VM Performance
After you install the Infinio I/O Filter and enable acceleration on VMs, The Management Console Web UI Dashboard
defaults to a performance view as follows:
Figure 19 Infinio Accelerator Dashboard Screen - Default Performance Summary

After initial acceleration, it might take a short period of time for the cache to reach peak efficiency and for Accelerator to
display chart data. During this time, you might see messages such as:
Waiting for data from accelerated VMs
You can toggle between the following performance monitoring options:
●

●

Dashboard (the default screen) — Provides:
○

A summary of cache performance and statistics for all accelerated VMs in all accelerated clusters. See:
"Dashboard of Current VM Performance" on the next page.

○

A list of the top ten most efficient VMs. See: "Chart of Top 10 VMs with the Most Cache Hits" on page 58.

History — Provides a history of cache performance and detailed per-VM cache performance, including:
○

Aggregated Response Time — Enables you to select a specific time range for aggregated VM response
times for all accelerated VMs . See: "Chart of Performance History" on page 59.

○

Read Requests Accelerated — Enables you to view the selected time range, and zoom in to short time
periods to view performance statistics for Response Time and Read Request Offload. See: "Chart of Performance History" on page 59.

○

Individual VM Performance — Enables you to search for or and select specific VMs and view performance
statistics, See: "Chart of Individual VM or ESXi Host Performance History" on page 62.
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Refreshing the Dashboard Performance Data
Click the refresh icon (

) to update the performance chart data without disruptively refreshing the browser.

By default, the screen auto-refreshes performance data every 60 seconds. A countdown timer in the icon (
an estimate of time elapsed since the preceding refresh.

) provides

To enable or disable automatic data refresh:
1. Hold the shift key.
2. Click the refresh icon.

Dashboard of Current VM Performance
The Dashboard screen on the Management Console Web UI defaults to a performance view that defaults to the Current
performance graph. This chart maps the following statistics for all accelerated VMs over the preceding hour.
●

Summary — The percentage of reads per second accomplished within the average response time

●

Cache Misses (purple) — Response time of read requests that were not cached and were served by the backend storage. This line typically demonstrates the highest latencies.

●

Cache Hits (green) — Response time of reads requests served by the cache. This line typically demonstrates the
lowest latencies.

●

VM Average (blue) — Average between cache hit and cache miss response times. This represents the general
performance of all accelerated VMs in all accelerated clusters.

Press the refresh button (

)to update the information.

In addition, the chart provides the following numerical statistics:
●

Average cache response time for a percentage of read requests.

●

For the last hour:
○

Average response time

○

Lowest latency for a percentage of reads

○

Highest latency for a percentage of reads

The blue dot on the Average Response Time bar chart indicates the average latency over the previous hour, as follows:
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Figure 20 Dashboard Screen — Latency Statistics

Obtaining Point-In-Time Data From the VM Performance Chart
Move the mouse cursor within the graph to obtain point data. This is useful if you see unexpected spikes in the graph or
if you want to observe the point-in-time result of a change in the environment such as modifying the cache size. (See:
"Managing the Accelerator Cache" on page 31.)
Figure 21 Dashboard Screen — Point-In-Time Data

Chart of Top 10 VMs with the Most Cache Hits
The Dashboard screen on the Management Console Web UI defaults to a performance view that includes a summary of
performance data for the preceding hour (see: "Dashboard of Current VM Performance" on the previous page) and a list
of the top 10 most efficient accelerated VMs as follows:
Figure 22 Dashboard Screen - Top 10 VMs With the most Cache Hits

This list of VMs is based on hourly average data, and provides the following summary statistics:
●

Total Read Requests — Read requests generated by this VM.

●

Response Time — The average response time for read requests.

●

Read requests accelerated:
○

Default view — The default view is the actual number of read requests that were serviced by the cache.

○

Selected view — Click inside the VM line to show the percentage of read requests that were serviced by
the cache.

Obtaining Point-In-Time Data From the VM Total Read Requests Chart
Move the mouse cursor within the graph to obtain point data. This is useful if you see unexpected spikes in the graph or
if you want to observe the point-in-time result of a change in the environment such as modifying the cache size. (See:
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"Managing the Accelerator Cache" on page 31.)
Figure 23 VM Total Read Requests — Point-In-Time Data

Obtaining Performance Information for Individual Top 10 VMs
To obtain more detailed performance history for an individual VM, click on the VM name to open the VM performance
history chart.
Figure 24 Individual Top 10 VM Performance Chart

This chart provides the same data and behaves in the same way as the Performance History chart. For information
about using it, see: "Chart of Performance History" below.
For information about individual VMs that are not in the top 10 list, see: "Chart of Individual VM or ESXi Host Performance History" on page 62.

Chart of Performance History
The Dashboard screen on the Management Console Web UI defaults to a performance view showing the current performance chart. See"Dashboard of Current VM Performance" on page 57.
To display a time line of aggregated VM performance, click History:
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Click the refresh icon ( ) to update the performance chart data without disruptively refreshing the browser. (At this time,
the Performance History Chart does not support the auto-refresh feature available in the dashboard).
Figure 25 Performance History Chart

The performance History Chart provides the following information:
●

●

Response Time Graph:
○

Aggregated VM Average (blue) — Average between cache hit and cache miss response times. This represents the general performance of all accelerated VMs in all accelerated clusters.

○

Cache Misses (purple) — Response time of read requests served by the back-end storage. This line typically demonstrates the highest latency.

○

Cache Hits (green) — Response time of reads requests served This line typically demonstrates the lowest latency.

Read Requests Offloaded Graph (Req/s) :
○

Total Read Requests (gray) — All read requests generated by accelerated VMs

○

Offloaded Read Requests (blue) — Number of read requests cached by Infinio Accelerator.

Compare Offloaded Read Req/s Offloaded with Total Read Req/s to see the portion of the VM workload that Accelerator
has cached. Offloading requests from back-end storage decreases the read request load on storage, increasing I/O
capacity.
For optimum performance, the blue and gray lines mirror each other, with as little white space as possible between
them, as shown in the following example:
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Figure 26 Example Graph Showing Efficient Caching

You can modify the selected performance history range as described in the following sections.

Selecting a Performance History Date Range
The performance History chart provides a timeline tool at the base of the chart that enables you to select a specific date
range to view, as follows:
1. Click between the slider handles, indicated by (1) and (2) and drag the
range to a new position in the timeline.
2. Click and drag the first slider (1) to modify the end of the range (oldest
date).
3. Click and drag the second slider (2) to modify start of the range (recent
date).
4. Within the new range, you can use the cursor to zoom in and pin a
marker to a specific point-in-time. See"Zooming in to the Performance History and Selecting a Point-in-Time" below .

Zooming in to the Performance History and Selecting a Point-in-Time
To zoom to a section of the chart:
1. Click and drag the mouse cursor within the chart graph to zoom in
on a time range and display summary statistics (graph data). The
graph zooms to the selected area.
2. Double-click within the graph area to return to the default
(unzoomed) size.
3. The label provides the following information:
●

Aggregated VM Average (blue) — Average between cache
hit and cache miss response times.

●

Cache Misses (purple) — Response time of read requests
served by the back-end storage.

●

Cache Hits (green) — Response time of reads requests
served.

To select a specific point-in-time:
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1. Move the mouse cursor within the chart graph to a specific point
and click once.
2. A labeled marker is pinned to that location.
3. The label provides same information as that described above for
zooming to a section of the graph.

Chart of Individual VM or ESXi Host Performance History
The Dashboard screen on the Management Console Web UI defaults to a performance view showing the current performance chart. See"Dashboard of Current VM Performance" on page 57.
To display VM or ESXi host performance, click History:

The first chart contains two graphs that enable you to select and examine aggregated VM performance data. See: "Chart
of Performance History" on page 59.
To view individual VM or ESXi host performance and select a VM or ESXi host to display performance details, scroll
down to the bottom of the screen and use the VM - Hosts toggle:

Figure 27 Individual VM Performance of ESXi Hosts and VMs

In the Individual VM or ESXi host performance chart you can select and sort items to view:
●

Use the Search for... option to find a VM or ESXi host (or a group of items) by all or part of the VM name.

●

Use the Clusters menu to select VMs or ESXi hosts in a specific cluster, or in all clusters.
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You can rank the selected items by:
●

Total Read Throughput

●

Most Cache Hits

●

Fastest Response Time

The chart provides the following information for each selected item. (Click on the graph to obtain range or point-in-time
data):
●

Total Read Throughput — Graph showing the total read throughput rate for the range of time selected in the Performance and Statistics chart ( See: "Chart of Performance History" on page 59.)

●

Response Time — Maximum and minimum response times for the selected time range. The blue dot shows the
current response time.

●

Read requests Accelerated — The number of read requests accelerated by Infinio Accelerator. Move the mouse
over the chart area to toggle between number and percentage.

Obtaining Point-In-Time Data From the Total Read Throughput Graph
Move the mouse cursor within the graph to obtain point data. This is useful if you see unexpected spikes in the graph or
if you want to observe the point-in-time result of a change in the environment such as modifying the cache size. (See:
"Managing the Accelerator Cache" on page 31.)
Figure 28 Total Read Throughput — Point-In-Time Data

Obtaining Performance Information for Individual VMs or ESXi Hosts.
To obtain more detailed performance history for an individual VM or ESXi host, click on the item name to open its performance history chart.
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Figure 29 Individual VM Conformance Chart

This chart provides the same data and behaves in the same way as the Performance History chart. For information
about using it, see: "Chart of Performance History" on page 59.

Interpreting Performance Data
This section provides examples to help you recognize some scenarios you might encounter.

Storage Array Appears Faster than Cache
Accelerator might reduce I/O load to the extent that the storage array appears to be faster than the cache. However, if
you disabled acceleration, array performance would return to its pre-acceleration performance. The following example
shows such a scenario:

Poor Response Time Performance
The following example of performance data indicates poor response time and a low offload rate (fewer I/O requests are
cached). In such cases, increasing the cache size can improve both response time and offload rates.
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Storage Backup Affects Acceleration
The following example of read requests offloaded shows how a storage backup might affect acceleration. In this case,
Accelerator is less able to cache I/O requests while the backup is in progress. When the backup completes, cache performance returns to its typical efficiency.
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Troubleshooting Accelerator
If you cannot solve a problem after viewing the troubleshooting information, contact Infinio Technical Support. See:
"Obtaining Technical Support" below.
For assistance with installation problems, search the installation log for errors that might help you diagnose the problem.
●

Error messages produced within the Accelerator Management Console.

●

Logging information contained in the Support Bundle.

See "Gathering Diagnostic Information" on page 70 for information about obtaining log files.

Obtaining Technical Support
Before you contact Infinio Support, review the troubleshooting information described in "Initial vCenter Discovery and
Validation Failures" on the next page and "Accelerator Console VM Deployment Failures" on page 68
To obtain log file bundles, see "Gathering Diagnostic Information" on page 70.
To access the Infinio Support screen:
1. Log in to the Management Console Web UI.
2. Click the Support link on the Dashboard screen.
If you are experiencing datastore outages or other critical issues and need immediate assistance, contact the support
line at 1-888-576-9392 (toll free within the US) or +1-972-556-5067 (from outside the US). You can also open a ticket
via our support portal https://support.infinio.com, or send an email to support@infinio.com.
Note: Accelerator is certified VMware Ready.

Configuring Automatic Support
Automatic Support Setting
This setting determines whether the Management Console VM can automatically gather and then upload diagnostic
information to Infinio. The Management Console VM sends diagnostic information once per day if this setting is "on".
This diagnostic information enables Infinio Support to quickly determine and correct the cause of an Accelerator problem.
The information transmitted to Infinio does not contain any sensitive data such as passwords or data in your vSphere
datastores. The process of gathering and transmitting the diagnostic information has an insignificant system overhead
and will not affect vSphere operations.
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To enable or disable automatic support:
1. Log in to the Management Console Web UI.
2. Click the Support link on the Dashboard Screen.
3. In the Support window, enable or disable Automatic Support.

Initial vCenter Discovery and Validation Failures
If Accelerator installation fails to complete, it is usually caused by:
●

Inability to discover the vCenter.

●

Incorrect configuration settings.

The following table describes possible causes and solutions.
Initial vCenter Discovery and Validation Failures
Symptom
Installation
fails to complete or
stalls.

Possible Causes

Solution

The vCenter account credentials you specified do not have full administrative privileges, which are required by Accelerator.

Exit and retry the installation, specifying vCenter credentials with administrative privileges.

The network connection between the
installation host and vCenter was disrupted.

Exit and retry the installation. If the installation fails again,
contact Infinio support.

The fully-qualified domain name for
vCenter cannot be resolved by the Accelerator Management Console VM.

Verify that the network you selected for the Management
Console VM can connect to vCenter and that the vCenter
name can be resolved using DNS.
Note: Avoid potential DNS issues by retrying the installation and entering an IP address instead of a domain
name.

Removing an Unusable Management Console VM
Under certain circumstances, a failed installation might leave an running, but unusable, Management Console VM in
your VMware environment. If you successfully install Infinio Accelerator immediately after a failed installation, you might
see two similarly-named Management Console VMs in vSphere. For example:

In this example, you can see that the successful installation appended an integer (1) to the Management Console VM's
name: infinio-console1. If you look in the vSphere Tasks and Events tab, you can also see that the successfullyinstalled VM has the most recent deployment, configuration and power-on timestamps.
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You can shut down and delete any older Management Console VMs, deleting their data files from storage. If required,
rename the successfully-installed Management Console VM to remove the trailing integer. However, do not rename any
of the VM data files (vmx or vmdk) because doing so will cause errors.

Accelerator Console VM Deployment Failures
Troubleshooting information for Accelerator Console VM deployment failures in shown in the following table.
By default, the Console VM use the following naming format, where <domain> specifies the domain name:
infinio-console<domain>
Management Console VM Deployment Failures
Symptom
Management Console VM deployment is slow, times out, or fails.
For example, vCenter shows
“Operation timed out” for the
status of the “Deploy OVF template” task, which identifies the
Management Console VM installation process.
Management Console VM does
not exist.

Management Console VM is
deployed but is not powered on.

Possible Cause
●

Slow connection between the
host (or the VM) running the
installation and the vCenter
Server.

●

Network environment has low
bandwidth or high latency.

Solution
Retry the installation from a Windows
VM with fast network connectivity to the
vCenter Server.

The vCenter account credentials you
specified do not have full administrative
privileges, which are required by Accelerator.

Exit and retry the installation, specifying
vCenter credentials with administrative
privileges.

The connection between the Windows
installation client and vCenter was disrupted.

Retry the installation.

Your version of vCenter is not compatible with the release that you are
installing.

Confirm that your VMware implementation meets the requirements
described in: "VMware and vCenter
Requirements" in the Installation and
Upgrade guide.

The host does not support 64-bit VMs.

Confirm that 64-bit support is enabled,
and then power on the Management
Console VM.

VMware Tools failed to start or install. Contact Infinio support.
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Symptom
Management Console VM is not
accessible.

Possible Cause

Solution

The network for the Management Console VM was created using IPv6.

Accelerator does not support IPv6.
Remove the Management Console VM
and retry the installation using an IPv4
network.

The Management Console VM was
assigned a duplicate IP address.

Remove the Management Console VM
and retry the installation, specifying a
unique IP address.

The Management Console VM has a
misconfigured static IP address, such
as an invalid gateway or subnet mask.

From vSphere vCenter, edit the network
properties for the Management Console
VM to agree with your network configuration.

DHCP is not available on the network
assigned to the Management Console
VM.

Fix the DHCP problem in your environment. You might need to restart the
Management Console VM.

The Management Console VM network
setting (DHCP or static IP Address)
does not match your environment.

Reinstall the Management Console VM
using the proper network setting.

The Management Console VM network
you selected lost network connectivity
or your computer might not have a direct route to the network.

Consult with your network administrator
and confirm that the network is accessible from your location.

Accelerator Problem Notification Icon
If Accelerator detects a problem with its environment, or if a problem occurs during a procedure, you are notified of the
problem and provided with an opportunity to correct it. The notification flag is a purple icon that might contain a number
signifying the number of errors detected ( ).
When you log in to the Management Console Web UI, problems are indicated in the top menu bar, or appear as an additional notification bar, as shown in the following examples:
Notification

Description
An upgrade is only partially complete, you must upgrade the Infinio I/O filters.

Accelerator has detected a configuration problem.

There are problems with a specific entity, such as an accelerated VM, that might not be visible
in the default view). Click this button to display the problem and get information about resolving it.

Most Accelerator error states provide context diagnostic messages that assist you to resolve the problem quickly. For
example. the following screen shows problems with the I/O Filters that you can attempt to resolve by restarting or reconnecting ESXi hosts.
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Figure 30 Filter Problems caused by Inaccessible ESXi Hosts

The following sections provide additional information about obtaining technical support and resolving Accelerator problems.

Gathering Diagnostic Information
In some cases, you might need to gather diagnostic information and send it to Infinio Support. See "Obtaining Technical
Support" on page 66.
To obtain diagnostic information:
1. Log in to the Management Console Web UI.
2. Click the Support menu on the Dashboard screen.
3. Select the logs and data that you want.
4. Do one of the following:
●

Click Upload to Infinio to send the diagnostic information directly to Infinio Support.

●

Click Download to Client to copy the diagnostic information to your computer. A dialog opens, prompting
you to open or save the compressed download file.
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Figure 31 Support Window

The following information is provided in the Support screen:
●

Contact information for Infinio Support:
○

Contact Infinio Support at the following number: +1607-374-6500

○

Email to support@infinio.com

●

Automatic Support Setting
This setting determines whether the Management Console VM can automatically gather and then upload diagnostic information to Infinio. See: "Configuring Automatic Support" on page 66.

●

Software Version Number and License Information

●

○

The Accelerator software version number is included at the bottom left of the Support screen.

○

To display the current software license information, click the Licenses link.

Latest Software Bundle
The viburl address of the latest software bundle, which is located on the Management Console VM.

Filter Diagnostic Report
The I/O Filters page provides an option to create an I/O Filter diagnostics report that might help when resolving filter problems.
1. Open the Management Console Dashboard and click Configuration.
2. Click I/O Filters in the tab menu to open the I/O Filters screen.
3. Click the Advanced menu (

) and then click (Advanced) Diagnostics Report.

A browser pop-up window opens, as shown in the following figure:
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This screen provides the following information:
●

Information about the I/O Filter including its ID and version. This information is useful if you need to do a manual
uninstallation of the Filter, as described in: "Manually Uninstalling the Infinio I/O Filter" on page 80.

●

I/O Filter version installed in each accelerated cluster.

●

I/O Filter version that is in use by VMs and individual VMDKs.

Use the Browser's exit icon to close the pop-up dialog.

Connection to vCenter Lost
Accelerator requires a consistent connection to the vCenter. If interrupted, you will see a message similar to the following.
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Figure 32 Connection Lost Dialog.

Yoy can retry the connection, or specify a new address for the vCenter.

HTTP 500 Server Errors in the Management Console UI
If a server operation fails, the Management Console UI might show an HTTP 500 server error screen similar to the following:
Figure 33 HTTP 500 Server Error

This error screen provides a quick diagnostic that can often prevent the need to take a support bundle or examine log
files.
The server page typically contains:
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●

An error message that informs you of the problem and suggests an action to resolve it. In many cases, refreshing
the browser and repeating the operation will succeed.

●

A diagnostic stack trace that is also recorded in the system logs.

If the error persists, take a screen shot and contact Infinio support. See: "Obtaining Technical Support" on page 66.

Acceleration Does Not Start on One or More VMs
If an attempt to accelerate VMs fails for one or more VMs, the Recent Tasks link will contain a notification icon (

).

Figure 34 Notification Icon in the Recent Tasks Link

Click the Recent Tasks link to obtain more information about the failed operation. In the following example, the error
message indicates that the failed VM is not in a state that allows acceleration. For example, it might be inaccessible in
vSphere. Use the vSphere Web client to examine the VM and correct any problems. You can they retry accelerating the
VM.
Figure 35 Recent Tasks - Failed VM Acceleration
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Acceleration Stops on One or More VMs
Under rare circumstances, acceleration might automatically stop on one or more VMs because of a caching problem.
This state is intentional, to maintain data integrity and prevent unanticipated performance problems.
In such cases, Accelerator places the VM in bypass mode, and all I/O requests are served from back-end storage,
without caching. This state might affect application performance until caching resumes.
You are notified of the problem in the Management Console Web UI.
To resolve this problem:
1. Access the VM as administrator and place any applications in the required state for an OS restart, if necessary.
2. Open vSphere Web client.
3. Right-click the VM that is in bypass mode and select Shut Down Guest OS.
4. Wait for the OS shut down to complete.
5. Right-click the VM and select Power On.
6. Restart your applications on the VM.
7. Repeat Step 3 through Step 6 for any remaining VMs in bypass mode.
8. Open the Management Console Web UI.
9. Click Configuration, and then VMs and verify that caching has resumed on the affected VMs.
If caching stops again on the same VMs within a short period, contact Infinio support. See: "Obtaining Technical Support" on page 66. It is possible that Accelerator is retaining the VM in bypass mode to prevent recurrence of the caching
problem.

I/O Filters Fail to Enter or Exit Bypass Mode
To temporarily disable caching on all cluster VMs, you can place the I/O filters on all ESXi hosts into Bypass Mode. See:
"Disabling and Enabling the I/O Filter" on page 37. In rare circumstances, one or more filters might not enter into bypass
mode. The operation will retry automatically, and if it fails a second time, will time out and display an error dialog.
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Figure 36 Failed Setting Bypass Mode Error Dialog.

If this error occurs, retry the task. If the retry fails, contact Infinio Support. See: "Obtaining Technical Support" on page 66.
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Administering Accelerator
Provides information about administering Infinio Accelerator. These are less frequent maintenance operations that
might be required to keep Accelerator operating efficiently in your vSphere environment.
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Uninstalling Infinio Accelerator
This section describes how to completely remove Infinio Accelerator from your vSphere environment.
Be aware You have the following options to stop VM acceleration without uninstalling Accelerator:
●

Disable acceleration on all VMs—The Infinio I/O Filter remains in place (but unused) on ESXi hosts. Caches are
preserved. See: "Disabling VM Acceleration" on page 52.

●

Bypass the I/O Filter—The Infinio I/O Filter remains in place (but unused) on ESXi hosts but acceleration remains
enabled on your VMs and you can restart acceleration at any time. Caches are preserved. See: "Disabling and
Enabling the I/O Filter" on page 37.

Note: Even when acceleration is disabled or bypassed on all VMs, the I/O Filter still consumes a small amount of
memory (but not a significant amount of CPU). Removing the I/O Filter frees up all memory.

Uninstalling when Using Horizon Instant Clones
To uninstall the Infinio I/O filter, ESXi hosts must enter maintenance mode. However, instant clone creation requires parent VMs on all hosts in the cluster. Parent VMs are specific to a host and you cannot use vSphere client to migrate or
power off parent VMs. This VMware restriction prevents the host from entering maintenance mode. You can either
remove instant clone pools (including parent VMs) before uninstalling the filter, or you can use the workaround
described in "Uninstalling the Infinio I/O Filter" on page 21.

Completely Removing Infinio Accelerator from your vSphere Environment
Use the following procedure to completely remove all Infinio Accelerator components.
This procedure removes the Infinio I/O Filter from all ESXi hosts in a cluster. Filter uninstallation requires that you first disable acceleration on all VMs. Any other accelerated clusters (and their caches) are unaffected:
1. Log in to the Management Console Web UI and disable acceleration on all VMs. See: "Disabling VM Acceleration" on page 52.
2. [Optional] Use vSphere Client to remove any custom storage policies that reference the Infinio I/O Filter and to
apply alternate policies to VMs. See: "Disabling VM Acceleration by Removing the I/O Filter from a Custom Storage Policy" on page 53.
3. Uninstall the I/O Filter from all clusters. See: "Uninstalling the Infinio I/O Filter" on page 21.
4. Log into your vCenter and delete the Accelerator Management Console VM. See: "Removing the Accelerator
Console VM" on page 81.
In rare circumstances, the Management Console Web UI procedure might fail to remove one or more Infinio I/O filters. If
this happens you can use the vSphere Managed Object Browser (MOB) to find and remove unwanted filters without
affecting your VMs or ESXi hosts. See: "Manually Uninstalling the Infinio I/O Filter" on page 80.

Manual Method for Removing the Infinio I/O Filter
An alternate method to using the Management Console to remove the Infinio I/O filter is to manually remove it as follows:
●

Verify the state of the filter. See: "Determine the I/O Filter State and Filter ID" on the next page.

●

Manually remove the filter. See: "Manually Uninstalling the Infinio I/O Filter" on page 80.
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Determine the I/O Filter State and Filter ID
You can use the vSphere Managed Object Browser to examine and verify the state of the Infinio I/O Filter on an ESXi
Host.
You might want to do this as part of manually uninstalling a filter (see: "Manually Uninstalling the Infinio I/O Filter" on the
next page), in which case you record the Filter's unique ID.
You need the following information:
●

vCenter IP address

●

Cluster name

●

vSphere Credentials

Use the following procedure:
1. Using a Web browser, navigate to:
https://<vcenter_IP>/mob/
Replace <vcenter_IP> with your vCenter's IP address.
2. Use your vSphere credentials to log in.
3. Use the cluster name to find its VMware Managed Object Reference Identifier (MOID) as follows:
a. Click the content link in the VALUE column.
b. Scroll down to property NAME rootFolder, then click the link in the VALUE column, such as: group-d1
(Datacenters).
c. Go to property NAME childEntity, then click the link in the VALUE column, such as: group-d2 (Auto).
d. When a new link opens in VALUE [such as: datacenter-3 (inf-doc)], Click that new link.
e. Click the datacenter that contains your cluster.
f. Scroll down to property NAME hostFolder, then click the link in the VALUE column, such as: group-h5
(host).
4. Go to property NAME childEntity, then write down the cluster's MOID (next to type ManagedObjectReference:ManagedEntity).
The identifier is listed with your cluster name, using the format domain-<id>, such as: domain-c18.
5. Open another browser tab and navigate to the following URL:
https://<vcenter_IP>/mob/?moid=IoFilterManager
Where: <vcenter_IP> is your vCenter's IPv4 address.
6. Navigate to the QueryIoFilterInfo link, which opens the query dialog box.
Enter the cluster's MOID using the following string format:
<compRes type="ComputeResource"><MOID></compRes>
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For example:
<compRes type="ComputeResource">domain-C8</compRes>
7. Click the Invoke Method link to open the Method Invocation Result window. This window describes the status of
the Infinio I/O Filter, if it is installed on this cluster.
The NAME id field contains the filter's unique identifier, beginning with the string INF_bootbank..... Record
this id if you want to remove the filter as described in: "Manually Uninstalling the Infinio I/O Filter" below.
Note: Do not include the quotation marks when you copy the Filter ID.

Manually Uninstalling the Infinio I/O Filter
You can use the vSphere Managed Object Browser (MOB) to examine and verify the state of the Infinio I/O Filter on an
ESXi Host. You might want to do this as part of manually uninstalling a filter.
Note: If you can access the Management Console, you can obtain I/O Filter id information from the Filter Diagnostic
Report. See: "Filter Diagnostic Report" on page 71.
You need the following information:
●

vCenter IPv4 Address.

●

The cluster's VMware Managed Object Reference Identifier (MOID). See: Querying the state of a cluster's Infinio
I/O Filter using the MOB.

●

The filter’s identifier from the NAME id field (see: "Determine the I/O Filter State and Filter ID" on the previous
page ). this identifier begins with the string: INF_bootbank....

Use the following procedure:
1. Using a Web browser, navigate to:
https://<vcenter_IP>/mob?moid=IoFilterManager
Replace <vcenter_IP> with your vCenter's IP address.
2. Click the UninstallIoFilter_Task link to run the filter installation task.
3. Specify the filterId, which begins with the string: INF_bootbank... (Do not use quotation marks).
4. Specify compRes, which includes the cluster MOID in the following format (and is case-sensitive):
<compRes type="ComputeResource"><MOID></compRes>
For example:
<compRes type="ComputeResource">domain-c8</compRes>
5. Click the Invoke Method link to remove the filter.
6. [Optional] Use vSphere client to observe progress of the uninstall task.
7. [Optional] Use the QueryIoFilterInfo option (see "Determine the I/O Filter State and Filter ID" on the previous
page) to verify removal
8. [Optional] log in to the cluster’s ESXi hosts and run # esxcli software vib list to verify that the filter VIB is
removed from each host.
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Troubleshooting Manual Uninstallations of the Infinio I/O
Filter
If you cannot remove an Infinio I/O Filter (using either the Management Console or the vSphere managed Object
Browser (MOB), use the following troubleshooting steps:
Note: If the filter uninstall fails but you have an opportunity to shut down ESXi hosts, shutting down all VMs then manually putting ESXi hosts into maintenance mode might automatically start and complete the uninstall.
1. Check vSphere for Cluster and Host VAIO errors
2. Use https://<vcenter_IP>/mob?<moid>=ioFilterManager to list any errors:
QueryIoFilterIssues
ResolveInstallationErrorsOnCluster_Task
ResolveInstallationErrorsOnHost_Task
3. Manually put the cluster ESXi hosts into maintenance mode, and then retry I/O Filter removal.
4. Reboot the ESXi hosts
5. Use the esxcli command to verify whether the installation bundle is present:
# esxcli software vib list | grep inf
6. Use the ps command to check the daemon status:
# ps agx | inf
7. Restart the vCenter. On a Windows host, restart the vCenter service.

Removing Stale Configuration Files
If an uninstallation is interrupted, or there are problems reported during an uninstallation, the Infinio configuration files
might not be completely removed from the ESXi Host.
This can occur even if you resolve the uninstallation problems and it eventually succeeds.
Use the following procedure to verify that the uninstallation is complete:
1. Log in to the ESXi host as root user.
2. Examine the content of the /store directory.
3. If they exist, delete only the following files:
●

inf_cfg.json

●

inf_cfg.md5

Removing the Accelerator Console VM
The Accelerator Console VM enables you to run the Management Console Web UI and Manage Accelerator. If you shut
it down, remove it or change its network information you will be unable to perform most Accelerator operations.
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Removing the Management Console VM is always the last step in uninstalling Accelerator. If you want to completely
remove Accelerator from your vCenter, you should first:
●

Disable VM acceleration for all VMs. See: "Disabling VM Acceleration" on page 52.

●

Uninstall all Infinio I/O Filters from all clusters. See: "Uninstalling the Infinio I/O Filter" on page 21.

●

Remove SSD virtual flash resources. See: "Removing an SSD Cache" on page 42.

If you did not rename it during installation, the Management Console VM typically uses the following naming format,
where <domain> specifies the name of the network domain:
infinio-console<domain>
To permanently remove the Management Console VM:
1. Use the vSphere Client to log in to vCenter and select the Management Console VM.
2. Power off the Management Console VM.
3. Delete the Management Console VM from disk.
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vCenter Configuration Settings
When you install Accelerator, you provide information about the vCenter where you will accelerate VMs. You can
change some of these settings manually, and perform vCenter administrative tasks as follows:
●

Scan the vCenter for inconsistencies, and view the previous vCenter scan logs See: "Scanning the vCenter
Manually" below.

●

Change the vCenter's network address or port. See: "Updating the vCenter Network Address" on the next page.

●

Change the vCenter administrative account name and password. See: "Updating the vCenter Log-in Credentials" on the next page.

●

Verify the vCenter SSL certificate. See: "Viewing or Uploading a vCenter SSL Certificate" on the next page.

Scanning the vCenter Manually
Accelerator automatically synchronizes itself with any vCenter changes. If you see any error conditions that imply a
vCenter inconsistency, you can scan the vCenter manually as follows:
1. Log in to the Management Console Web UI.
2. Click Settings and then click Console Settings.
3. Click Scan the vCenter. The Scan log pop-up window opens, containing any scan log synchronization entries.
Note: A vCenter scan can take a long time to complete. During the scan all other Accelerator tasks are disabled.

vCenter Fails to Synchronize
It is important that the Management Console VM remains synchronized with the vCenter. The Management Console
VM resolves temporary vCenter disconnections and reconnects automatically. In such cases, you might see the following message at the top of the screen:
vCenter connectivity was restored. Perform a scan to synchronize with the vCenter.
If automatic synchronization fails, the following message appears at the top of the screen:
vCenter synchronization failed. Attempt to rescan the vCenter. If this issue persists, contact support.
In either case, click the Scan the vCenter button to attempt to resynchronize.
Contact Support if you are unable to synchronize the Management Console VM with your vCenter. See "Obtaining Technical Support" on page 66.
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Viewing the Previous vCenter Scan Logs
Accelerator creates vCenter Scan Logs for use by Infinio Support. See "Obtaining Technical Support" on page 66.
If Infinio Support requests the vCenter scan logs:
1. Log in to the Management Console Web UI.
2. Click Settings and then click Console Settings.
3. Click View Last vCenter Scan Logs to open the Scan log pop-up window and display scan log entries.

Updating the vCenter Network Address
If your vCenter network address changes, you must update the setting in Accelerator.
Changing the vCenter network address does not affect accelerated VMs. However, you cannot use the Accelerator Management Console to accelerate additional datastores or to monitor performance.
To modify the vCenter network address:
1. Log in to the Management Console Web UI.
2. Click Settings and then click Console Settings and view the status of the vCenter Connection Settings.
3. Enter the new IPv4 address in the vCenter Address box.
4. Click Update.

Updating the vCenter Log-in Credentials
Site security considerations might require regular updates of the vCenter log-in credentials (administration account password). When such an update occurs, you must also update the Accelerator configuration with the new credentials. The
account requires full administrator privileges.
Note: If the existing vCenter credentials become obsolete, VM acceleration continues as usual, and you can still log in
to the Console. However, you cannot view performance statistics or manage VM acceleration until you update the credentials.
To modify the vCenter credentials:
1. Log in to the Management Console Web UI.
2. Click Settings and then click Console Settings and view the status of the vCenter Connection Settings.
3. Enter the new password in the Password field.
4. Click Change Password.

Viewing or Uploading a vCenter SSL Certificate
You can view details of the Management Console's SSL Certificate, or upload a PKCS#12 archive file (file extension
*.p12 or *.pfx) containing a replacement SSL certificate.
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Viewing the Current SSL Certificate
1. Log in to the Management Console Web UI.
2. Click Settings and then click Console Settings.
3. Scroll down to the Management Console SSL Certificate panel to see the following information:
●

Common Name

●

Issued By

●

Valid until

4. Click the View SSL Certificate Details link (bottom of the screen) to open the certificate details window. The
default certificate has the following information:
●

Signing Authority - infinio-console

●

Hostname - infinio-console

●

Expiration Date (mm-dd-yy at N:NN am/pm)

●

SHA1 Thumbprint

5. Click Close to exit the SSL Certificate Details window.

Replacing the SSL Certificate
1. Log in to the Management Console Web UI.
2. Click Settings and then click Console Settings.
3. Click Replace Certificate in the Console Settings screen.
4. Browse to, or drag-and-drop a PKCS#12 archive file in the Replace Management Console SSL Certificate dialog.
5. Enter the Certificate password, if required, and click Upload Certificate.
6. Wait for the Upload Successful message, and then click Replace Certificate. The Management Console will temporarily lose its connection to the vCenter.
7. Click Refresh Page if you see the message: Certificate replacement underway. You are prompted to log back in
to the Management Console.
8. Verify that the replacement certificate is installed. See: "Viewing the Current SSL Certificate" above.
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Moving the Management Console VM
When you install Accelerator, you provide the Management Console VM's location. In normal operation, treat the Management Console VM as if it were any essential VM.
The Management Console VM should be:
●

Continuously accessible via a permanent DNS-registered name.

●

Able to migrate to available compute and storage resources in the event of an outage, and in accordance with
your site-specific DRS and HA policies, if available.

●

Backed up for recovery, providing the backup does not prevent access to the Management Console VM for an
extended period and any recovered backup is compatible with the existing Infinio Accelerator instance.

●

Located on a storage device that has adequate performance.

●

Located on a network that has adequate performance and access to:
○

The vCenter

○

Client computers that you use to access the Management Console Web UI.

Use vSphere Client to shut down the Management Console VM without affecting VM acceleration. Be aware that you
cannot access the Management Console Web interface while the Management Console VM is offline.
Note: Do not remove (delete) the Management Console VM while acceleration is enabled on VMs. Follow the procedure for uninstalling Infinio. See: "Uninstalling Infinio Accelerator" on page 78.
If required, you can change the:
●

ESXi host that contains the Management Console VM. See: "Moving the Console VM to a Different Host" below.

●

Datastore that contains Management Console VM data. See: "Moving the Management Console VM to a Different Datastore" on the next page.

Moving the Console VM to a Different Host
Use VMware vMotion to move (migrate) the Management Console VM if required. You can migrate the Management
Console VM to another ESXi host without interrupting VM acceleration and without suspending the Management Console VM.
Make sure that the target ESXi host has adequate resources and is connected to the appropriate networks. If migration
fails for any reason, Management Console VM operation resumes and continues on the original ESXi host until you
resolve any problems with the destination host.
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Moving the Management Console VM to a Different Datastore
Use Storage vMotion to move the Management Console VM to a different datastore. You can migrate the Management
Console VM's data (virtual disks) to another VMware datastore without interrupting VM acceleration and without suspending the Management Console VM.
You should make sure that the target datastore has adequate resources. As for any VM, if migration fails for any reason,
the Management Console VM continues to use the original datastore until you resolve any problems with the destination datastore.
Contact Infinio Support for additional information. See: "Obtaining Technical Support" on page 66.
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Management Console Settings
When you install Accelerator, you provide the initial console settings described in: Information Required for the Accelerator Installation.
Use the procedures in this section to modify the Management Console VM settings.
If required, you can change the:
●

Management Console log-in password. See: "Modifying the Management Console Log-in Credentials" below.

●

Management Console network configuration. See: "Modifying the Management Console's Network Settings"
below.

Modifying the Management Console Log-in Credentials
To log in to the Accelerator Management Console, you require the administrative account name and password.
You can modify the account password but not the account name. Contact Infinio Support if you need to change the
administrative account name, or if you have forgotten the password.
To modify the Management Console account password:
1. Use the current credentials to log in to the Management Console Web UI.
2. Click Settings.
3. Click the Console Settings tab.
4. In the Console Settings window, enter the new password and then click Change Password.

Modifying the Management Console's Network Settings
When you install Infinio Accelerator in a vCenter, you specify configuration settings for the Management Console VM,
such as its network name or IPv4 address. To change any of these settings, you cannot use the Management Console
Web UI. Instead, use the Network Settings account to log in directly to the Management Console VM. You use vSphere
to connect to the VM console (command line log-in). You cannot use a remote terminal to SSH log in to the Management Console VM.

Important: As a best practice, maintain a static identifier (IP address or DNS name) for the Management Console VM as described in the Installation and Upgrade information.
To access the Network Settings account, use the log-in method that you typically use to gain root access to any VM's
operating environment. However, Infinio does not permit root access to the Management Console VM, and limits the Network Settings account to running the network administrative application.
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Note: Use the Management Console Web UI to change the password for the Accelerator administrative account. See:
"Modifying the Management Console Log-in Credentials" on the previous page.
To log in to the Network Settings administrative account:
1. Select the Management Console VM in the vSphere Client or vSphere Web Client and start its VM console.

2. Enter the following account credentials to log in:
●

Account user name: admin

●

Account password: password

3. Wait until the Infinio Console Network Settings menu opens, as follows:

4. Use the keyboard to Select and use the menu options, as follows:
●

The arrow and tab keys enable you to navigate the menu items.

●

You can use a single key to quick-select an option where the first letter of the option's name is highlighted
in red, such as: <Quit>.

●

●

The space bar enables you to select an option from a list of options, inserting an asterisk (* ) to indicate
the selected option.
Press the Return or Enter key to choose an option.

5. Select Quit to close the Infinio Console Network Settings menu, which logs you out of the Network Settings
account.
The following sections describe how to use the options in the Infinio Console Network Settings menu:
●

"Change the Network Name of the Management Console VM" on the next page

●

"Change Network to DHCP" on the next page

●

"Configure a Static Route for the Management Console VM Network" on page 92

●

"Configure a DNS Search Path for the Management Console VM Network" on page 92

●

"Network Utilities for the Management Console VM" on page 93
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Change the Network Name of the Management Console VM
When you install Infinio Accelerator in a vCenter, you specify a name for the Management Console VM. Use the procedure described in this section to change the name of the Management Console VM. This name change is for DNS purposes only, and does not affect the name of the Management Console VM in the vSphere inventory in vCenter.
Note: If you intend to enter a fully qualified domain name, make sure that the domain name is valid in your VMware
environment.
1. Open the Infinio Console Network Settings menu, as described in: Management Console Network Settings.
2. Navigate to option 1, Change Hostname then <Select> and press Enter to open the Change Hostname dialog.
3. Type a new name for the Management Console VM (or edit the existing name) and select Save, which opens
the Updating dialog.
4. Wait for the Success dialog, containing a confirmation message:
The Management Console's hostname is now: <name>
5. Select <OK> to return to the Infinio Console Network Settings menu.
6. In vSphere, verify that the name change has propagated through the vCenter.
7. Do one of the following:
●

Select another option from the Infinio Console Network Settings menu (See: Management Console Network Settings.)

●

Select <Quit> to close the Infinio Console Network Settings menu, which logs you out of the Network Settings account.

Change the Management Console VM's Network Settings
When you install Infinio Accelerator in a vCenter, you specify the network configuration method for the Management
Console VM - either DHCP or a static IP address and the relevant network information. Use the procedure described in
this section to change the Management Console VM's network settings, and to register the network changes with
vSphere.
Note: Make sure you specify valid network information for your vCenter, and the network information complies with the
requirements specified in: "Network Requirements" in the Installation and Upgrade guide. If the network modification
fails for any reason, you can revert to the original working configuration, and then verify the network changes before
you retry the procedure.
1. Open the Infinio Console Network Settings menu, as described in: "Modifying the Management Console's Network Settings" on page 88.
2. Navigate to option 2, Change Network Settings then <Select> and press Enter to open the Infinio Network Settings dialog. This dialog shows the current method of IPv4 IP assignment, such as DHCP.
3. Select <Edit Settings> to open the IP assignment method dialog.
4. Select either DHCP or Static. Depending on the current setting, follow either the Change Network to DHCP or
Change Network to Static IP procedure.

Change Network to DHCP
To change the Management Console VM's network settings to use Dynamic Host Configuration Protocol (DHCP):
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1. Select DHCP in the IP assignment method dialog and then select <Next>.
2. Wait for the Reading dialog to determine the current network settings in vCenter, and to open the Test Network
Connection dialog.
3. Select <Test Connection> to open the Validating dialog.
4. Wait for the network validation to complete with the Success! dialog. This dialog confirms that the Management
Console VM's network address is now assigned by DHCP.
5. Select <Save> to confirm the change, or <Revert> to remove the changes and retain the original network configuration. You are returned to the Infinio Console Network Settings menu.
6. Do one of the following:
●

Select another option from the Infinio Console Network Settings menu. See: "Modifying the Management
Console's Network Settings" on page 88.

●

Select <Quit> to close the Infinio Console Network Settings menu, which logs you out of the Network Settings account.

Change the Network to use a Static IP
To change the Management Console VM's network settings to use a Static IP Address:
1. Select Static in the IP assignment method dialog and then select <Next> to open the Edit Network Settings dialog.
2. Enter the following information and then select <Save>:
a. IPv4 address.
b. Gateway IPv4 address.
c. Netmask.
d. DNS server address.
3. Wait for the Reading dialog to determine the current network settings in vCenter, and to open the Test Network
Connection dialog.
4. Select <Test Connection> to open the Validating dialog.
5. Wait for the network validation to complete. One of the following dialogs will open:
The Success! dialog confirms that the Management Console VM's network address is a static assignment.
Continue with Step 7.
The Failure dialog indicates that one or more of the data items that you entered in Step 3 is either incorrect or
invalid. Got to Step 6.
6. Select <Edit> to correct any of the data items and to retry changing the network. Go to Step 3.
7. Select <Save> to confirm the change, or <Revert> to remove the changes and retain the original network configuration.
8. Do one of the following:
●

Select another option from the Infinio Console Network Settings menu. See: "Modifying the Management
Console's Network Settings" on page 88.

●

Select <Quit> to close the Infinio Console Network Settings menu, which logs you out of the Network Settings account.
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Configure a Static Route for the Management Console VM Network
During installation of Infinio Accelerator in a vCenter, you cannot specify a static route for the Management Console VM
Network. Use the following procedure if you want to configure a static route at any time after installation.
1. Open the Infinio Console Network Settings menu, as described in: "Modifying the Management Console's Network Settings" on page 88.
2. Navigate to option 3, Change Network Settings then <Select> and press Enter to open either of the following
dialogs:
●

Static Route Settings (Create): Click <Create New> to add a new static route.

●

Edit Static Route Settings: Edit the existing static route settings.

3. Enter or change the following information:
a. Destination network IPv4 address.
b. Netmask
c. Gateway
4. Select <Save> to confirm the change and wait for the Reading dialog to determine the current network settings in
vCenter, and to open the Test Network Connection dialog.
5. Select <Test Connection> to open the Validating dialog.
6. Wait for the network validation to complete. One of the following dialogs will open:
●

The Success! dialog confirms that the Management Console VM's network address is a static assignment. Continue with Step 7.

●

The Failure dialog indicates that one or more of the data items that you entered in Step 3 is either incorrect or invalid. Got to Step 6.

3. Select <Edit> to correct any of the data items and to retry changing the network. Go to Step 3.
4. Select <Save> to confirm the change, or <Revert> to remove the changes and retain the original network configuration.
5. Do one of the following:
●

Select another option from the Infinio Console Network Settings menu. See: "Modifying the Management
Console's Network Settings" on page 88.

●

Select <Quit> to close the Infinio Console Network Settings menu, which logs you out of the Network Settings account.

Configure a DNS Search Path for the Management Console VM Network
When you install Infinio Accelerator, you have the option to configure the Management Console VM network using a
fully-qualified domain name, and to optionally specify up to three DNS servers.
Note: If the Management Console VM is already configured for DHCP, you cannot change the DNS search path, but
you can view the list of current search paths.
Use the following procedure to add additional domain name server (DNS) search paths:
1. Open the Infinio Console Network Settings menu, as described in: Management Console Network Settings.
2. Navigate to option 4, Configure DNS Search Path then <Select> and press Enter to open the DNS Search Path
Configuration dialog. This dialog lists any existing search paths.
3. Specify additional search paths, or edit or delete any existing search paths.
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4. Select <Save> to accept the changes, which generates the following message:
Restarting network, please wait...
5. Wait for the network changes to propagate, and you can then do one of the following:
●

Select another option from the Infinio Console Network Settings menu. See: "Modifying the Management
Console's Network Settings" on page 88.

●

Select <Quit> to close the Infinio Console Network Settings menu, which logs you out of the Network Settings account.

Network Utilities for the Management Console VM
You can use the Network Utilities menu option in the Infinio Console Network Settings menu to verify than an IPv4
address is that the Management Console can reach a specific IP address (ping) or resolve a fully-qualified domain
name (FQDN).
1. Open the Infinio Console Network Settings menu, as described in: "Modifying the Management Console's Network Settings" on page 88.
2. Navigate to option 5, Network Utilities then <Select> and press Enter to open the Ping/Resolve dialog
3. Do either of the following:
●

Enter an IPv4 address and select <Ping>. Wait for the Loading dialog to complete and to update the
Ping/Resolve dialog with the ping statistics, if the address is reachable.

●

Enter a host's fully-qualified domain name and select <Resolve>. Wait for the Loading dialog to complete
and to update the Ping/Resolve dialog with the DNS name resolution, if resolution is successful.

4. Select <Cancel> to exit Network Utilities and return to the Infinio Console Network Settings menu.
5. Do one of the following:
●

Select another option from the Infinio Console Network Settings menu. See: "Modifying the Management
Console's Network Settings" on page 88.

●

Select <Quit> to close the Infinio Console Network Settings menu, which logs you out of the Network Settings account.
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Accelerator Reference Information
Provides reference information for Infinio Accelerator, such as system requirements and limits.

Ports Required by Accelerator and the VAIO Framework
Accelerator and the VAIO framework require the following ports to operate
Figure 37 Ports Required by Accelerator

The default HTTPS port for the vCenter is 443. If you changed this default so that the vCenter listens on an alternate
port, you must make the same change in Infinio. You can do this during Accelerator installation, by entering the custom
port when you configure Accelerator’s vCenter settings (see the Accelerator Installation and Upgrade Guide.)
The following port mappings are required.
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Ports Required by Accelerator and the VAIO Framework

Port Number

Entity
Browser used to access the Management Console UI.

80 or 443

Port used by the Infinio Installer to access the Management Console VM.

80 or 443

Port used by the Infinio Installer to access the vCenter
Server.

443

Port used by the Management Console VM to access
ESXi hosts.

5989

Port used by the Management Console VM to access the
vCenter Server.

443

Port used by the vCenter Server to access the Management Console VM.

80

Port used by the ESXi hosts to access the vCenter
Server.

443
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Notes

If you customize this port, use the
same port when Installing Accelerator.

If you customize this port, use the
same port when Installing Accelerator.

Accelerator and VMware Environment Compatibility
Accelerator is designed to adjust automatically to your VMware environment, However, when making changes to
vCenter or performing ESXi host maintenance, consider how the changes might affect Accelerator and any accelerated
VMs.
One ESXi host in vCenter runs the Accelerator Management Console VM. You can identify the Management Console
VM by the following name format, where domain specifies the name of the network domain:
infinio-console<domain>
The following topics provide some details about Accelerator and vCenter compatibility.
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vSphere Guidelines
The following table describes the guidelines for using Accelerator with vSphere.
Guidelines for using Accelerator with vSphere
vSphere Feature
VMware vSphere Storage
DRS (SDRS) automation
level

Guideline
Accelerator is compatible with SDRS. However, the addition of Accelerator in the
datapath might affect I/O load evaluation.
SDRS provides three automation levels: Manual, Partially Automated, and Fully Automated. Because of the additional I/O bandwidth caused by Accelerator when offloading
storage requests, operating SDRS in manual mode is recommended until you are comfortable using the SDRS load balancing suggestions.

Other caching products

When using Accelerator with most caching products, be sure that Accelerator is not a
second-layer or higher cache. This might prevent the Accelerator cache (the fastest
medium in the storage stack) from handling the most commonly-accessed data and
might be detrimental to the deduplication rate, which can adversely affect overall caching performance.
An exception is VMware View Storage Accelerator; Accelerator works well with View
Storage Accelerator, even though Accelerator acts as a second-layer cache.

vSphere Storage I/O Control (SIOC) thresholds

SIOC provides I/O prioritization for VMs running on a group of hosts that have access to
a shared storage pool. When latency exceeds a threshold, SIOC acts to relieve the congestion by allocating I/O resources to VMs in proportion to their shares. Because Accelerator reduces latencies in the storage environment, you might need to reduce the
threshold to activate the SIOC latency policies.

Infinio I/O Filter Best Practices in vSphere Environments
VMware published the following best practices and guidelines for using I/O Filters:
●

You cannot use Raw device mappings (RDMs) in physical compatibility mode.

●

You cannot use Flash Read Cache with caching I/O filters because they both use the virtual flash resource on
the ESXi host. This means that if the Infinio I/O Filter uses an SSD cache:

●

○

You cannot enable Flash Read Cache on a virtual disk.

○

If Flash Read Cache is already enabled on a VM, that VM cannot use the Infinio I/O filter.

The following constraints apply during VM operations. Because the Infinio I/O filter is installed "per-cluster", you
should not experience these problems in normal operation:
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●

vSphere HA Guidelines

○

If you clone or migrate a VM, you cannot modify or subsequently assign the Infinio I/O filter policy when
migrating or cloning a virtual machine.

○

If you clone a VM that already has the Infinio I/O filter from one ESXi host to another, the destination host
must contain a compatible Infinio I/O filter. This includes DRS and HA VM failover scenarios.

○

If you create a VM from a template that already has the Infinio I/O filter the destination host must contain a
compatible Infinio I/O filter.

VMDKs that are replicated by vCenter Site Recovery Manager do not contain an Infinio I/O filter. If you want to do
this, you must create the Infinio I/O Filter policies on the remote site and attach the newly-created policies to the
replicated VMDKs.

vSphere HA Guidelines
VMware's vSphere HA (High Availability) provides rapid recovery of applications by monitoring the usage of resources
and ensuring there are sufficient resources available to survive some number of host failures.
To make sure that Infinio Accelerator caching remains at peak efficiency, follow VMware best practices for HA, maintaining sufficient failover capacity so that Infinio Accelerator can put each host safely and non-disruptively into maintenance mode in succession when it is necessary to do so.

How Host Operations Affect Accelerator
Accelerator automatically handles most host operations transparently and without requiring administrator intervention
For example:
●

●

If an ESXi host running Accelerator shuts down:
○

VM acceleration ceases for that ESXi host.

○

VM acceleration is unaffected for all other Accelerator-enabled ESXi hosts in the cluster.

When the ESXi host reboots:
○

●

●

VM acceleration resumes automatically for the rebooted ESXi host.

If the ESXi host running the Accelerator Console VM shuts down:
○

DRS (If enabled) migrates the Management Console VM to an alternate ESXi host.

○

VM acceleration is unaffected for all Accelerator-enabled ESXi hosts in the cluster.

If you power off the Management Console VM:
○

You can no longer do Accelerator administrative tasks such as monitoring VM acceleration or modifying
the cache size.

○

Tasks that require access to the offline bundle that contains the Infinio I/O Filter cannot complete.

○

VM acceleration continues for all Accelerator-enabled ESXi Hosts in the cluster.

For more information about how specific host operations affect Accelerator, see:
●

"Handling Host Failures" below

●

"Handling Host Maintenance Mode" on the next page

●

"Handling ESXi Host Patches and Upgrades" on the next page

Handling Host Failures
In most cases, Accelerator automatically handles the failure of an ESXi host as follows:
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●

How Host Operations Affect Accelerator

VM acceleration on that ESXi host stops.

When the ESXi host reboots:
●

VM acceleration resumes automatically.

●

If the host running the Management Console VM fails, the following occurs:
○

The Management Console VM will not restart unless you configure to restart it on another host.

○

If failover cannot occur, VM acceleration continues in all Accelerator-enabled ESXi hosts. However, you
cannot manage Accelerator until you manually restart the Management Console VM.

Handling Host Maintenance Mode
When an ESXi host enters maintenance mode:
●

If the host is running the Accelerator Management Console VM, DRS (if available) migrates the Management
Console VM to another host without interrupting Console operations. When the host exits maintenance mode,
the Management Console VM returns to the original host.

If you put an ESXi host into maintenance mode when it is hosting the Management Console VM, the following conditions might require manual intervention:
●

If the Management Console VM resides on a local datastore, use storage vMotion to migrate the storage to a
cluster-wide datastore.

●

If you disable DRS in vSphere, you must manually power off the Console VM to allow the host to enter maintenance mode. Infinio recommends that you power off the Console VM last. When the host exits maintenance
mode, you must manually restart the Console VM to resume full operations.

Note: If you power off the Management Console VM, you can no longer manage Accelerator, but VM acceleration continues.
●

If vSphere is not licensed for Distributed Resource Scheduler (DRS), you must manually vMotion the Console
VM before you put the host in maintenance mode.

Handling ESXi Host Patches and Upgrades
VMware Update Manager (VUM) is the primary method used for upgrading and patching ESXi hosts. Patching or
upgrading a host using VUM requires putting the host into Maintenance Mode.
Note: Make sure the new host software is supported by Accelerator. See: "VMware and vCenter Requirements" in the
Installation and Upgrade guide.
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